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I. Introduction 

A. Statement of the problem 

Under 'physiological cond-itions the primary dete~minant of the 
I 

strength of a myocardial contraction is the level to which the intra.., 

cellular calcium ion ·concentration rises following a threshold stimulus 

(Katz, 1977). Numerous mechanisms have be.en postulated by which intra-

.... · -- ·-·····--···· ----··cellular--··c·arc-itiiii"'--acti\'i ty may· be---altered· in- response- to cha-nges· in" -the-

local environment of the myocard1-al cell. ·one hypothesis for intr-a

cellular calcium control is based on the observation that inhibitinn of 

the membrane-bound enzyme Na+, K+-ATPase by a ca-rdiac glycoside is· 

correlated with an increase in myocardial contractility. This hypv

thesis suggests that the activity of the Na+, K+-ATPase, being inti;nate

ly 1 inked t? t~e activity of the Na +, K+- active transport system, 

primarily det~rmines cellular sodium balance and secondarily affects 

cellular calcium balance by a yet undetermined mechanism (Langet, 

1977). Previous tests_of this hypothesis have been based largely upon 

correlations between the level of contractility of myocardial tissue 

and the activity of the isola-ted enzyme in the presence and abs8nce of 

various inot~opic agents (for review, see Akera and Brody, 1978}. 

However, recently reported experiments suggest that the activity of the 
._i:. 

isolated Na+, K+~ATPase is not always correlated with active ion trans-

port in the intact cell (Akera and Brody) 1978; Akera ~ al, 1979). 

The purpose of the present research \'1/as to test the hypothesis that 

Na+-K+ pump .activity is inversely related to the contractile strength 

of the myocardium.' This was accor1fpli'shed by correlating the ·level of 

Na+~K+ pump activity, as expressed in an electrogenic contribution to 

the diastolic membrane potential, with the inotropic state of 

the same muscle strip isolated from the right ventricle of the guinea 

pig heart under various pharmacologic interventions. The effects of 

1 
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two agents which have been shown to have opposite effects on the activ

ity.of the isolated Na+s K+-ATPase (lithium, a stimulator, and rubi

dium, an inhibitor) were compared with the effects of ouabain, a well 

characterized Na+, K+-ATPase inhibitor .. In consideration of potential 

effects of these substances on other important modulators of myocardial 

contractility, electrophysiological data.and cAMP and cGMP levels were 

also determined in muscle treated with these pharmacologic agents. It 

is hoped that this research will provide some insight into one of the 

basic mechanisms through which myocardial contractility may be regulated. 

B. Literature review 

Understanding the process by which electrical excitation is coupled 

to mechanical contraction in the myocardium is central to unraveling 

the basic physiology and pathophysiology of this_ tissue. The study of 

excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) began nearly 100 years ago with 

Ringer (1883), when it was noted that an extracellular supply of calcium 

was necessary for the contraction of the heart. Later Mines (1913) 

showed that while removal of extracellular ca 2+ blocked contraction, 

excitability was maintained. Following these initial, most basic 

observations, the st~dy of ECC has been vigorously pursued with the 

result that many important components of myocardial excitability and 

contraction have been identified. Many critical questions remain as to 

how these individual components are regulated, thereby determining the 

rate and force .of myocardial contraction. The ultimate determination 

of how disease processes result in the failure of the heart lies fore

most upon understanding how the heart functions physiologically. 

1) The resting transmembrane potential 

The potential difference existing across the cell membrane of 
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excitable cells is a direct consequence of the active extrusion of Na+ 

and uptake of K+, attributable to the activity of a Na+, K+- activated, 

ATP-dependent, membrane-bound enzyme (Glynn, 1964). Assuming this 

"pump" takes up one K+ ion'for every Na+ ion it extrudes, the membrane 
' + 

potential arises because the membrane is much more permeable to K than 

Na+ in the resting state. Consequently, K+ is able to diffuse down its 

chemical gradient with less resistance than Na+ is able to diffuse down 

its chemical gradient. ~is results in a depletion of positive charge 

within the cell and the inside of the cell becomes negative with respect 

to the outside. As this potential difference increases, the diffusion 

of K+ out of the cell is ~regressively retarded while the diffusion of 

Na+ into the cell fs progressively enhanced. Eventually, even though 

the cellular permeability to K+ is much greater than to Na+, the diffu

sional flux of Na+ into the cell equals the diffusional flux of K+ out 
. . + 

of the cell because the efflux of K is opposed by a la,rge ·electrical 

gradient while the influ~ of Na+ is encouraged by a large electrical 

and chemical gradient. This fs the basis for the establishment of the 

restin~ transmembrane potential, with the intracellular compartment 

typically 50 to 90 mV negative with respect_to the extracellular 

compartment. 

The transmembrane potential will, in tu.rn, determine int~acellular 

Cl- concentration and cell volume. All mammalian cells contain anionic 

organic molecules which provide most of the negative ionic charge 

\'Jithin these cells. · These molecules are considered impermeant and thus 

always remain in the cell. Chloride ions ar~ free to move across the 

cell membrane and do so under the influence of a voltage gradient. As 

the cell interior becomes more negative under the influence of the 
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sodium pump, Cl- is driven from the cell by the increasing intracellular 

negativity. Thus, because excitable·cells maintain relatively large 

voltage gradients, intracellular Cl- concentration is relatively low. 

Since the activity of the sodium pump is to reduce intracellular Na 

and Cl concentrations, this efflux of NaCl obligates the efflux of a 

certain amount of water. The cell membrane is very permeable to water 

and so no concentration gradient for water can exist across the membrane. 

When pump activity is high, .cell volume is low because. water must 

follo\'1 Na+ and Cl- out of the cell.· 

An ion pump that transfers no net charge across the membrane is 

termed electroneutral while a pump that does transfer net charge, and 

thereby influences the membrane potential, is termed electrogenic. It 

was first suggested that an electrogenic sodium pump might contribute 

to the membr.ane potential of heart cells by Deleze (1960). Subsequentl_y, 

other investigators reported experiments pointing to the exist~nce of 
~ 

an electrogenic transport system in the myocardium that, under certain 

conditions, may hyperpolarize the membrane (Page and Storm, 1965; 

Vassalle, 1970; Glitsch, 1972; Hiraoka and Hecht, 1973; Isenberg and 

Trautwein, 1974; Diacono, 1979; Gadsby and Cranefield, 1979). The 

response of cardiac muscle to overdrive_ stimulation illustrates the 

electrogenic· property of the Na +_K+ active transport system. During a 

high frequency (3 Hz) overdrive of Purkinje fibers, Vassalle (1970) 

reported an initial decrease in maximum diastolic potential that he 

attributed to the loss of K+ and gain of Na+ th~t occurs with each 

action potential. This Na+ gain was thought to stimulate the electro

genic sodium pump as evidenced by the increase in maximum diastolic 

·,potential that developed late in the drive a·nd the transient hyperpolari-

zation of the resting membrane potential after the drive was terminated. 
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Diacono (1979)_studied the effects of high frequency stimulation on 

a non-spontaneously active tissue, the· rat left atrium. During hi.gh 

frequency stimulation maximum diastol·ic pote~tial first decreased below 

the level of the restirig ~embrane potential and ihen gradually returned 

to this level. After the stimulation period there was a rapid hyper- · 

polarization of the_resting membrane potent"ial which gradually decayed 

to control levels with time. Diacoho e~plained the ini·tial depolatization 

(stimulation depolarization) in terms of an accumulation ofpotassium 

outside the·cell. The return toward the resting membrane potential 

(stimulation repolarization) was attributed to activation of an elec~ 

· trogenic sodium pump and the hyperpolarization after the drive (post

stimulation hyperpolarization) to a reaccumulation of extracellular 

potassium while pump activity was still high. 

2) The cardiac action potential_ 

Voltage clamp experiments have provided evidence for four ionic 

currents which determine the shape of the ventricular myocardial action 

potential (Beeler and Reuter, 1977). Upon depolarization of the resting 

membrane to threshold. the sodium conductance increases dramatically, 

permitting the flow of a fast inward sodium current, iNa. This inward 

flux ~f positive charge results in a reversal of the membrane potential 

to a positivevalue. The sodium current inactivates quickly but the 

depo-larization .is maintained for an extended period of time by the_ 

characteristics of three separate currents. First, immediately upon 

depolarization, there appears a time-dependent, voltage-dependent 

decrease in the background potassium conductance, gKl· This inward 

rectifying property of gKl is also referred to as anomalous rectifica

tion to contrast it with.the outward-going potassium rectification 

described below. The decreased conductance of 9Kl is important in 
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determining the duration of the cardiac action potential because as the 

cell depolariz.es the equilibrium potential for potassium and the mem

brane potential differ by a larger and larger value .. This tends to 

drive potassium from the cell and would hasten repolarization were it 

not for the concomitant decrease in potassium conductance. 

A second inward current, the slow inward current (is), also contri

butes to the maintained depolarization of the myocardial cell. This 

current is carried predominantly by calcium ions (Reuter and Scholz, 

1976) and is activated in the plateau range of transmembrane potentials 

by a voltage- and time-dependent increase in the conductance of the 

slow channel, gs. Not only the potential range in which this current 

is activated but also the relatively slow kinetics of activation and 

inactivation (hence the name 11 Slow 11 inward current) contribute to the 

long duration of the cardiac action potential. 

The action potential is also shaped by a delayed increase in potas

sium conductance (gx1), which results in the outward flow of the potas

sium current designated ix1· This time-dependent outward current is 

activated in the plateau range of membrane potentials and plays a role 

in the termination of the action potential. 

Finally, the contribution· of chloride ions to the shape of the 

. action potential must be considered. Apparently the chloride conduc

tance (gc1) is neither time- nor voltage-dependent. Consequently, 

chloride ions are distributed passively across the membrane as predicted 

by the ~ernst equation ( Ca nne 1 i et, 1961 ; Hutter and Nob 1 e, 1961) .. When 

the membrane depolarizes there is an influx of chloride ions since a 

large electrochemical gradient for chloride then exists. This influx of 

negative charge tends to repolarize the cell. 
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It is the· sum of all currents flowing at any dne time that deter

mines how the membrane potential will chang~ at that time. When the 

sum of all currents flowing across the membrane is zero the membrane 

potential remains constant. If inward currents exceed outward currents 

the membrane potential will depolarize; if outward currents exceed 

inward currents the membrane will hyperpolarize. Interventions which 

alter the conductance characteristics of any of these channels will 

thus influence the shape of the action potential. ·Any intervention 

capable of such an effect becomes a potential modulator of myocardial 

contractility.because of the voltage-dependence of the slow inward 

calcium cur,rent, itself of critical importance in myocardial contractility 

(see bel ow). 

3) The slow response action potential 

A different type of action potential, called a slow response action 

potential, nonnally occurs in the sino-atrial and atrio-ventricular 

nodes of the heart (Cranefield, 1975). These action potentials are 

characterized by a low resting membrane potential, slow upstroke velo

city, small magnitude and slow conduction velocity when compared with 

the ventricular action potential described above. As Cranefield (1975) 

points out, the cells of the S-A and A-V nodes are remnants of the 

primitive, embryonic cardiac tube_which develop no higher level of 

specialization than that endowed to all embryonic heart cells, while 
.. 

superimposed upon these original characteristics are the special fea:

tures resulting in a high resting membrane potential, fast upstroke 

velocity, large magnitude, and fast conduction velocity typical of the 

electrical activity associated with the atria, P~rkinje fibers, and 

ventricles. Thus, if ~hese particular properties are merely superim

posed upon those characteristics of all ·cardiac cells it should be 



possible to block expression of the special features leaving intact 

those mechanisms producing slow response action· potentials .. This 

8 

result may be seen both under pathological conditions .in vivo (Cranefield 

et !]_, 1973; Spear et !]_, "1979) and experimentally contrived ~onditions. 

ill vitro (Rougier et !]_, 1969; New and Trautwein, 1972a, 1972b; Schneider 

and Sperelakis, 1975). 

The primary requirement for the presence of a slow response action 

potential· is a low resting membrane potential (-50 to ~40 mV). Under · 

these conditions tne fast sodium channel is voltage-inactiv~ted. The 

slow channel is unaffected because its inactivation does not begin· 

until the membrane potential decreases to less than -40 mV (Reuter, 

1973). Consequently, the only current flowing during the initial phase 

of the slow response is: the slow, inward current; the slow inward current 

determines the maximum upstroke velocity (dV/dtmax) and magnitude of 

the slow response action potential. 

The slow inward current· is carried by both sodium ·and calcium ions, 

with the relative contribution of each ionic species varying from 

preparation to preparation. For example; in frog atria both sodium and 

calcium ions contribute significantly to the slow inward current 

(Rougi er et !,l, 1969). In guinea pig atria this current is primarily 

carried by calcium (Pappano, 1970). Schneider and Sperelakis (1975) 

report that path sodium and calcium c6ntribute.to the slow response of 

guinea pig ventricle. However, other investigators ·have shown in 

varfous mammalian ventricular preparations (Beeler and Reuter, 1970b; 

New and Trautwein, 1972b; Weiss et .!l_, · J974), guinea pig ventricle 

included (Inui and· Imamura, 1976; Kohlhardt et .!l_,. 1978; Nosek, unpub

lished observat'ions), that the slow inward current is carried primarily 

by calcium ions. Therefore, both the maximal upstroke velocity and 



amplitude of the slow response action potential are indexes of the · 

initial electrically detectable calcium flux into the cell that accom-

panies each contraction. 

4) Calciu·m and myocardial contractility 

9 

It is the slow ca2+ current, is, flowing into·the cel1 during the 

cardiac action potential plateau that ·co.uples excitation to contraction .. 

Evidence for this comes from four observations: 1) the, force of myo-· 

cardial contraction is rapidly abolished upon r~moval of extracellular 

calcium (Bailey and Dresel, .1968; Rich and Langer, 1975; Shine et .!]_, 

1971) and the slow inward current·of .the myocardium is also abolished 

by removal of extracellular calcium (Beeler and Reuter, l970b; New and 

Trautwein, 1972b); 2) agents which produce electromechanical uncoupling 

{Mn 2+, .La 3+, verapamil) also block the slow inward current (R~ugier et 

!]_, 1969; Shigenobu et ~' 1974; Sanborn and Langer, 1970); 3) there 

exists a striking parallel between the presence of the slow response 

action potential and the presence of the associated myocardial contrac

tion (P,appono, 1970; Schneider and Sperelakis, 1975; Inui and ·Imamura, 

1976); 4) there is a close correlation between the magnitude of the. 

calcium conductance and the magnitude of the associated contraction I , 

(Trautwein et !_l, 1975). 

The level to which the free [Ca 2+Ji rises during excitation deter-· 

mines .the strength of the acc6mpanying contraction. A sigmoid curve 

relates tension generated to free· [Ca 2+]i, with 10% of maximal tension· 

produced at 0. 8 X 1 o-6 M and 95% at 9 ·X 1 o-6 M (Sol aro et ·.!}_, 1974 )'~ 

The mechanisms by which intracellula~ ca 2+ ion concentration is in

creased with excitation are categorized according to the s·ource of the 

contractile-dependent ca 2+; c~ 2+ may b~ released from intracellular 

storage sites or enter the cell across.the cell membrane. 
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There are two intracellular sites envisioned as sources of contrac-

tile calcium, the-mitochondria and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). 

The mitochondria can actively accumulate large quantities of ca2+, 

thereby serving· as a ca 2+ sink. Th-is has led· several investigators to 

postulate that mitochondria are involved in the release and uptake of· 

contractile ca2+. However, after reviewing the literature on this 

. subject, Van Winkl~ ·and Sch~artz (1976) concluded that· there is little 

compelling evidence to support the hypothesis that the mitochondria 

regulate free [Ca 2+]; on a beat-to-beat ba·sis. Iri contrast, it is 

generally _accepted that the SR .Plays a direct ro 1 e in the· uptake and 

release of calcium with each contraction~ the extent of ~his role being 

a matter of current 'investigation (Langer, 1980). Two possible mecha

nisms are postulated by which ca 2+ release from the SR may be· triggered. 

One idea is that depolarization of the sarcolemma close to the SR 

increases the ca 2+ permeability of the terminal cisternae o_f the SR, 

similar to that mechanism believed to occur in skeletal muscle (Schneider 

and Chandler,· 1973). The other possib-ility is that Ca release from the· 

SR is triggered by the relativ.ely small amount of ca 2+ entering the 

cell during the cardiac action potential plateau .. This concept of 

ca 2+-induced ca 2+ relea·se was introduc.ed. in 1970. (Endo et !}_, 1970; 

Ford and Podolsky, 1970) and applied to cardiac muscle by·Fabiato a·nd 

Fabiato (19?2). It is also possible that these two mechanisms act. 

synergistically. 

As n6ted above, coupling ca 2+ must be derived from transs~arcolemmal 

fluxes. This influx could either'be. electrogenic, and thus detectable 

electrically, or electroneutral, whereby ca 2+ is exchanged for some '. 

intracellular ion, presumably Na+ (in a 2:1 ratio). Voltage· clamp 

studies in which the slow inward ca2+ current was integrated ov·er time 
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reveal that the ~aximal ca 2+ influx associated with full mechanical 

activation· is only sufficient for 10% activation of the contractile 

proteins (Beeler and Reuter, 1970b; New and Trautwein, 1972a; Solaro et 

!}_, 1974). Therefore, an electroneutral Na+-ca 2+ exchange mechanism 

may play an important role in the beat-to-beat regulation of [Ca 2+]i 

(Reuter and Seitz, 1968; Deitmer·and Ellis, 1978). 

Ultimately the strength of a. myocardial contraction .is determined 

by the maximal systolic level of free intracelJular calcium (independent 

of changes in sarcpmere length). Many compounds exist which are capable 

of influencing [Ca 2+]i and, consequently, ·contractility. The mechanisms 

by which inotropic agents influence the amount of ca 2+ released to the 

contractil~ proteins has been a topic of intensive study and controversy. 
I 

Perhaps one of the most intensively studied but also controversial 

topics has been that of the role of cyclic nucleotides in the.mediation 

of the cardiac contractile response. to inotropic intervention. 

5) Catecholamines and myocardial contractilit~ 

a) cAMP 

Most notable in their ability to affect myocardial contractility in 

the intact organism are the catecholamines. There is general agreement 

that at the time of maximal inotropic response to catecholamiries the 

cellular levels of cAMP are greatly increased. The question as to 

whether elevation of cAMP plays a mediatory or even modulatory· role in 

the contractile response remains' unresolved~ However, as a recent 

review article concludes, "Studies thus ·far have not provided compelling 

evidence that adrenergic actions on the heart. can be dissociated from 

cAMP 11 (Drummond and Severson, 1979). 

Suggestive of th~ importance of cyclic nucleotides. in mod~lation of: 

free [Ca2+]i and thus contractility was· the demonstration that ca2+ · 
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influx via the slow channel requires metabolic energy.{Sperelakis and 

Schneider, 1976). Presumably any compound capable of stimulating the 

conversion of ATP to cAMP or inhibiting the breakdown of cAMP leads to 

cAMP-mediated phosphorylation of membrane proteins, enhancing the 

passage of slow inward ca 2+ current~ Extensive work by_Sperelakis and 

·his co-workers support this hypothesis (Schneider and Sperelakis, 19?4, 

1974, 1975; Vogel et ll' 1977, 1977)'. 

Oth~r electrophysiological studies also supp~rt the contention that 

cAMP enhances the slow inward calcium current. · Tsien (t973) iontopho

retically-applied cAMP to Purkinje fibers and found an elevation of the 

action potential plateau and a decrease in action potential duration -

effects similar to those· seen with appli~ation of catecholamines. 

Butyryl derivative·s of cAMP increased the slow inward current measured 

with the voltage clamp {Tsien et !}_, 1972) in a manner similar to that 

seen with catecholamines (Reuter, 1974). Following Hodgkin-Huxley

formalism {Hodgkin and .Huxley, 1952), 

( 1 ) 

where is is the slow inward current, 9s is the maximal voltage

dependent conductance attainable, d and fare dimensionless parameters· 

ranging from 0 to 1 and express the degree of activation and inactiva

tion of the slow channels respectively, and Vm - Eca is the electro

chemical driving force for Ca 2+. Reuter (1974) found that epinephrine 

and dibutyryl cAMP increased gs but did not affect any of the other 

parameters determining i 5 • 

b) cGMP 

Another cyclic nucleoti.de considered to be a potential modulator of 

cardiac contractility is cGMP. The earliest studies showed that acetyl

choline decreased contractile force and elevated cGMP in perfused rat 
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hearts {G~orge et !]_, 1970, 1973). This led to the hypothesis (Goldberg 

et !1, 1975) that the relative levels of cAMP and cGMP are the critical 

regulatory effector of honnonal inotropism. However, later studies in 

other species revealed .that elevation of cGMP canbe dissociated from 

changes·in contractile force (Diamond et !l, 1977; Watanabe and Besch, 

1975; Brooker, 1977). Acetylcholine administration ha.s been found to 

consistently reduce the effects of catecholamines on several preparatio-ns· 

(Watanabe and Be~ch, 1975; Lee, 1971, 1972; Krause, 1972)~ Watanabe 

and Besch (197~) the_reby suggested that cGr~P may mediate the antiadrerier

gic effects of acetylcholine by antagonizing the action of cAMP. 

6) Cardiac glycosides and myocardial contractility

involvement of the sodium pump in the regulation 

of myocardial contractility 

The cardiac glycosides are a group of positive inotropic agents 

· which are capab 1 e of enhancing contract i 1 i ty in some un·known way. 

Various flora containing cardiac glycosides have been used medicinally 

since the days of the ancient Egyptians, but it was not until 1785 that 

the use of cardiac glycosides officially entered the realm of medical 

science when William Withering published his book An Account 

of the Foxglove and Some of Its Medical Uses: with Practical Remarks 

on Dropsy and Other Dis~ases. After that time ·digitalis was employed 

in the treatment of a variety of aliments until it was recognized early 

in this century that benefits derived from the use of the drug stemmed 

primarily from~ direct inotropic effect·on the heart with other improve

ments occurring as a result of enhanced myocardial performance .. Today, 

n~arly 200 years after its "official" introduction into medical -litera

ture, digitalis remains the single most important and efficacous avail

able treatment for congestive heart failure, yet no one knows the 

._ __ ..: -- •"' .... n••nn whi~h these compounds act. 
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Cardiac glycosides are well known for producing a dose dependent 

inhibition of the membrane-bound N~+, K+-ATPase, the enzyme responsible 

for the active transport of Na+ out of cardtac cells (Glynn, 1964). 

There is an impressive amount of evidence that inhibition of the Na+ 

pump and the inotropic response are closely correlated. First, the 

Na+, K+-ATPase is the only known receptor for the cardiac glycosides 

and they produce a dose-dependent inhibition of this enzyme•s activity 

(Skou, 1960). Secondly, the time course of inhibition and onset of the 

inotropic response are very similar (Allen rt.!l., 1970). Thirdly, 

there is a striking correlation between the sensitivity of various 

animal species to the inotropic action of cardiac.glycosides and the 

sensitivity of Na+, K+-ATPase activity to inhibition by the cardiac 

glycosides (Akera et ~' 1969; Allen and Schwartz, 1969; Tobin and 

Brody, 1972). Also, there is a close correlation between the ability 

of various cardiac glycoside derivatives to inhibit· the Na+, K+-ATPase 

activity and i~duce a positive inotropic response (Haustein and Hauptmann; 

1974; Flasch and Heinz, 1978). Finally, agents capable of increasing 

. the transsarcolemmal flux of Na+ by means independent of pump inhibition 

also produce positive inotropic· effects (Honerjager and Reiter, 1975; 

Scholtz berger et .!}_, 1976; Ku et E.]_, 1977; Sutko et E.l_, 1978). 

If inhibition of the Na pump is accepted as a necessary condition 

for the cardiotonic action of digitalis then the two events must always 

occur together. However, there is now a large body of literature 

showing a dissociation of pump inhibition and inotropic response. Many 

studies have been done in which cellular concentrations of Na+ and K+, 

as influenced by inotropically active concentrations of cardiac glyco

sides, have been determined by flame photometry. Suffice it to say 

here that the results are contradictory. More importantly, these 
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results are questionable because intracellular ion concentrations bear 

little relationship to intracellular ionic activities (Lee and Fozzard, 

1975), the true determinants of electrochemical gradients and enzymatic 

activities. The advent of ion selective microelectrodes has made it 

possible to study the effect of cardiac glycosides on intracellular ion 

activities. Such studies have confirmed K+ loss and Na+ gain from 

Purkinje fibers perfused with toxic concentrations of ouabain, but low, 

non-toxic concentrations of cardioactive steroids have been found to 

reduce intracellular Na activity, suggesting a stimulation of the Na+ 

pump (Miura and Rosen, 1978; Deitmer and Ellis, 1978). It should be 

noted that the lower concentrations of ouabatn also have positive 

inotropic effects on Purkinje fibers (Blood, 1975; Blood and Noble, 

1977). 

The recent electrophysiological study of Cohen et ~' (1976) also 

demonstrated that low, inotropically effective concentrations of ouabain 

may stimulate the Na+ pump. These authors found that the reversal 

potential (equilibrium potential) for the pure K+ pacemaker current 

(iK2) was made more negative in the presence of low ouabain concentra

tions. Such a shift in the reversal potential could only be due to an 

increased K+ gradient, which is most probably due to increased pump 

activity. 

Finally, the contentions that the time courses of the inotropic 

response and Na+, K+-ATPase inhibition are similar and that any agent 

which inhibits the activity of the Na+, K+-ATPase produces a positive 

inotropy have been challenged (Okita et ~' 1973; Ten Eich et !1, 1973; 

Peters et ~' 1974; Murthy et ~' 1974; Borchard et !l; 1979). 

Several different mechanisms have been postulated by which the 

cardiac glycosides may elicite a positive inotropic response. Perhaps 
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the- best known hypothesis is that of Langer (1972). According to this 

theory, inhibition of the Na+ pump by a cardiac glycoside results in a 

small increase in [Na+]i. The increased availability of Na+ then 

stimulates a Na+-ca 2+ exchange·mechanism (Reuter ~nd Seitz, 1968; 

Deitmer and Ellis, 1978) thereby increasing [Ca 2+]1. Reuter, on the 

other hand, suggested that by increasing _[Na+]i and thus reducing the 

Na gradient cardiac glycosides secondarily increase [ca 2+]i, b~cause 

ca 2+ efflux from the cell is linked to the potential energy utilized 

when Na diffuses down its electrochemical gradient (Reuter, 1974). A 

third hypothesis ·ho·lds that the binding of a cardiac glycoside to the 

Na +, K+-ATPase. resu·l ts. -in a conforniational ·change in. the enzyme which 

is traf"!smitted to adjacent, ·calcium-binding phospholipids, resulting in 
•' ' I 

release of calcium to the intracellular compartment by these·phospho

lipids (Gervais et ~' 1977)._-· It is also possible that digitalis, 

while bind.ing_.to the Na+,, K+-ATPase, merely ~ses the enzyme as a vehicle 

for transport into the cell and some other site of action (Dutta et ~' 

1968). 

In accordance with the latter possibility, several investigators 

have studied the effect of ouabain on cAMP levels~ Watanabe and Besch. 

(1974) and Donges et ~' (1977) found that ouabain has no effect on 

cAMP levels while increasing contractile force. Recent investigations 

in our laboratory have confirmed the lack of any influence of ouabain 

on myocardial cAMP levels; however, we did find a marked depression-of 

cGMP levels (Knight et ~,- 1979). In light of other studies concerning 

potential interrelationships between cAMP and cGMP (Goldberg _et ~' 

1975; Watanabe and Besch, 1975; Flitney et ~, 1979), it is tempting to 

postulate that by reducing cGMP levels ouabain relieves inhibition of 

the action of basal levels of cAMP.· Yet the postulated basis for 
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enhanced contractility by cAMP, increased slow inward calcium current, 

cannot be the basis of action of ouabain since it has been found that 

ouabain has either no effect on or reduces the slow inward current 

(Tritthart et Q, 1974; Scholz, 1975; Josephson. and Sperelakis, 1977; 

Knight et ~' 1979). It may be that the decrease in cGMP results in an 

enhanced ca 2+ release from the SR or promotes an electroenutral Na+

ca2+ exchange across the sarcolemma. 

In recent years several investigators have attempted to correlate 
. . 

inhibition of the isolated N.a+, K+-ATPase· with inotropic responses in 

the intact muscle. r~any substances.were found which -~inhibited the 

enzyme activity and incr·eased contractile force. This was taken as 

evidence that the two events were ·causally 1 inked. In particular, the 

influence of two cations, lithium and rubidium, on the contractile 

force of guinea pig atria and.the activi-ty of·the Na+, K+-ATPase iso

lated from guinea pig ventricle has been reported (Ku et Q, 1975). 

Rubidium was found to inhibit the enzyme activity and to increase 

atrial contractility. These two effects of rubidium were widely pro-

. claimed as evidence that inhibition of the sodium pump produces a 

positive inotropic response in the myocardium (Ku et ~' 1974b; Ku et 

&, 1975; Ku et ll' 1976; Akera and Brody, 1 978). 

The effects of lithium did not fit the proposed mechanism as conven

iently as those of rubidium.· A 10 mM concentration of lithium was 

found to stimulate the isolated Na+, K+-ATPase and increase contractile 

force (Ku et .£]_, 1975)·, putting into question a causal relationship 

between pump activity and contracti 1 i ty. t·1ore recently high concentra

tions of lithium (36 to 90 mM) were reported to inhibit the sodium pump 

(Akera and Brody, 1978). Based on the observation of Carmel iet (1964) 

that the sodium pump is.only one-tenth as effective in removing lithium 
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from cardiac cells as sodium, it was suggested that lithium accumulates 

intracellularly and the~eby inhibits the sodium pump even at low 

extracellular lithium concentrations, although an effect of the low 

lithium concentration on pump activity was not demonstrated (Akera and 

Brody, 1 9 7 8) . 

There are a number of criticisms of this work. One is that the 

measurements of ATPase activity and contractility were made in separate 

tissues, the atrium and ventricle, respectively. Another is that the 

activity of the isolated Na+, K+-ATPase may bear little relationship to· 

the vectorial transfer of ions across a cell membrane. Also, no effort 

was made to determine if lithium or rubidium were affecting other 

components involved in the regulation of ECC. In the past the effect 

of rubidium on the electrical and mechanical properties of the ventri

cular myocardium has been studied only when this cation was used as a 

replacement for extracellular potassium (for example, Prasad and 

Callaghan, 1969). A study such as this presents complications in that 

it is impossible to separate the effects of potassium withdrawal from 

rubidium addition. Similarly, no one has studied the influence of 

lithium addition on the electrophysiological properties of ventricular 

cells although the influence of lithium on myocardial contractility and 

the ECG has been reported (Pri.ndle·~.!l_, 1970; Nielson-Kudsk and 

Pedersen, 1978). 

For these reasons the effects of lithium and rubi~ium addition on 

contractility of the guinea pig ventricle were studied. In order to 

determine the effects of these two ions on the activity of the sodium 

pump in the intact cell their influence on the stimulation depolarization, 

stimulation repolarization, post-stimulation hyperpolarization phenomenon 

reported by Diacono (1979) was measured. This provided an index of 
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electrogeni.c active transport inhibition 'or stimulation by these cations. 

In addition, electrophysiological .activity was recorded and ventricular 

tissue was assayed for cAMP and cGMP levels to determine the effects of 

these cations on these important modulators of myocardial contractility. 

It was hoped that this information would provide evidence related to 

the importance (or lack thereof) of the sodium pump in regulating 

myocardial contractility. 



II. Materials and Methods 

A. So 1 u t i on s 

Heart tissue was initially perfused or superfused (see 

below) with a modified Tris-buffered Krebs solution (henceforth 

called "control solution") of. the following composition: 128 m~t 

NaCl, 5. 6 mM KCl, 1. 2 mM MgC1 2, 2. 5 mM CaC1 2, 10.0 mM Tris buffer, 

and 10.0 mM dextrose at pH 7.41. ·In experiments using RbCl or 

LiCl, extracellular osmolarity was maintained throughout the 

experiment by adding osmoti.cally equival~nt amounts of sucrose to 

the control solution. For example, when developing a dose

response curve for RbCl the highest concentration of RbCl used 

was 8.0 mM. The control solution thus contained 16.0 mM sucrose. 

As the RbCl concentration was gradually increased, the sucrose 

concentration was dropped until at the highest RbCl concentration 

used the RbCl (8.0 mM) had replaced all the sucrose (16.0 mM) 

initially present. 

Slow response action potentials were elicited in a solution 

similar to control except that the extracellular KCl concentration 

was increased to 24.0 mM and the NaCl concentration was reduced 

to 109.6 mM. In addition, 1 X 10-7 M isoproterenol hydrochloride 

was added to these solutions to factlitate the induction of the 

slow response, along with 0.1 mM EDTA and 0.1 mM ascorbic ac.id to 

retard oxidation of the isoproterenol. RbCl and LiCl were added 

directly to this solution and the solution was corrected for 

osmolarity with sucrose. 

Stock solutions of LiCl (1.0 t~), RbCl (1.0 M), and stro

phanthin-G (ouabain, 1 X 10-4M) were prepared by adding the 
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appropriate we.ight of the compound to 100 ml of control solution, 

thus eliminating any potential effects of drug vehicle on the 

preparation. These solutions were then added to larger volumes 

of control solution to produce the appropriate test solution. 

Every solution was vigorously oxygenated with 100% o2. 

B. Preparations 

Male guinea pigs weighing from 200 to 400 gm were used in 

all experiments. At the time of an experiment a guinea pig was 

stunned by a blow to the head and the heart was rapidly removed. 

One of two procedures was then employed. 

1·) Superfused muscle 

The heart was immediately placed in an oxygenated beaker of 

control solution where it continued to beat, thereby. emptying the 

ve_ntricles of blood. The right ventricular \'/all or left atrium 

was then trimmed from the rest of the myocardia 1 mass and placed 

in a small oxygenated boat of control solution. The ventricular 

muscle was pinned to the floor of the boat and a strip of muscle· 

approximately 1 mm in width and several millimeters in length, 

located adjacent to the right descending coronary artery, was cut 

from the ventricle using a scalpel. It has been calculated 

(Prasad, 1969) that diffusion to the core of such a muscle strip 

becomes limiting only if the diameter of the strip exceeds 1 mm. 

For this reason the thin-walled right ventricle and a strip width 

of 1 mm were chosen. Because of the small size and thinness of 

the left atrium the entire atrium was mounted as described below.· 

Once isolated, the muscle was grasped at both ends by 

aluminum crimps and mounted in a superfusion chamber as depicted 

in Figure l. One crimp was attached to a fixed aluminum post 
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Figure 1. Superfusion chamber 

Plexiglas superfusion chamber, temperature control unit, and 
associ a ted electronics for the recording of myocardia 1 
electromechanical properties. 
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while the other crimp was attached to a Grass FT03C isometric 

strain gauge. The output of the strain gauge was routed to a 

Beckman 9853A strain gauge coupler and type RM strip chart recorder. 

From there the. signal was-divided with one output going to a 

Tektronic 5Al8N dual trace amplifier and 013 dual beam· storage 

oscilloscope and the other output going to an RC differentiator. 

The differentiated contractile signal was also recorded on the 

strip chart recorder. 

The muscle was stimulated at 1 Hz by a WPI PC-1 electrically 

isolated stimulator driven by a Tektronix type 162 interval and 

type 161 pulse generator. Stimulus strength was set at 10% above 

threshold and at l to 2 msec in duration. During slow response 

experiments the stimulus frequency was reduced to 0.25 Hz and the 

stimulus strength was increased to 100 V and a 10 msec duration. 

In experiments using RbCl or LiCl field stimulation was always 

employed. Point-source stimulation was typically used in experi

ments with ouabain. By noting the magnitude of each contraction 

at varying degrees of stretch the muscle length was adjusted to 

that at which peak tension was developed. 

Microelectrodes for recording standard electrophysiological 

data were made using WPI filament glass and a Narashige M-1 

electrode puller. A microelectrode was considered acceptable for 

use if its tip resistance ·was from 10 to 20 megohms and its tip 

potential was less than 5 mV. All microelectrodes were filled 

with 2.5 M KCl. ·Reference electrodes were made by dissolving 4 

gm of agar and 18.64 gm of KCl in 100 ml of-heated water and 

drawing the mixture into a glass pipette. Silver-silver chloride 

wires were made by applying 1.5 volts to silver wires immersed in 



0.25 M KCl. The electrical signals thus recorded were first 

routed through a WPI model 750 high input impedance electrometer 

and then into the dual trace amplifier and storage oscilloscope. 

Action potentials were differentiated by an RC circuit to provide 

maximal dV/dt, also recorded on the storage oscilloscope following 

amplification by a Tektronix 5A21N differential amplifier. ·. 

The duration of the cardiac action potential is very sensi

tive to alterations .of temperature and therefore a sensitive 

temperature monitoring-controlling device was needed. A Yellow 

Springs model 401 temperature probe was inserted into the bathing 

chamber directly under the muscle. Temperature was monitored on 

a Yellow Springs model 42SC tele-thermometer .. The output of the 

tele-thermometer was directed into a feedback circuit schematical

ly shown in Figure 2. The voltage output of the tele-

. thermometer is first conditioned by an operational amplifier (SK-

3514) wired for impedance matching.· The voltage output of this 

device then enters the positive input of a second operational 

amplifier (SK-3514) set up in the differential mode. The negative 

input to this differential amplifier is supplied by a 1.5 volt 

battery in series with a potentiometer. The current output of 

the differential amplifier is first amplified by a NPN power 

transistor (RS-2041) which employs a single 12 volt battery for 

both the reverse bias of the collector-base circuit and the 

forward bias of the emitter-base circuit. The current output is 

monitored with an ammeter. A switch determines the direction of 

current flow through a Cambion model 801-2001-01-00-00 thermo

electric module. Physiological soluticin is passed over one plate 

of the thermoelectric module while warmed water is passed over 
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Figure 2. Feedback circuit employed in temperature control of 
~up~rfusion fluid 
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the opposite plate. Since we always warmed our physiological 

solutions above room temperature, current was always passed in a 

direction which resulted in the transfer of heat from the water 

to the physiological solution. Minor drift of temperature is 

quickly·and easily compensated by slight alterations of the trim 

pot setti.ng. All experiments using muscle strips were carried 

out at 30 ± .2°C. 

2) Langendorff perfused hearts 

Whole heart preparations were used in all experiments in 

which the influence of ouabain and isoproterenol on cyclic nucleo

tide levels was determined. Care was taken in removing the heart 

that several millimeters of aorta extended out of the base of the 

heart. The~aorta was rapidly pulled onto a fixed cannula and 

tied with a string so that the heart hung vertically. Perfusion 

fluid directly entered the coronary circulation after passing 

through the can nul a. The atria were trimmed a'I-Jay and a sma 11 

hook was inserted· in the apex of the heart. The hook was connected 

to a strain gauge to monitor developed tension. Two platinum 

electrodes were placed on opposite sides of the heart and it was 

paced at 280 beats/min. The_perfusion fluid was warmed to 37°C 

by a heat exchange column. The heart was permitted to autoregulate 

coronary flow. at a perfusion pressure of 86 ± 5 em H2o. 
C. Radioimmunoassay 

The influence of l X 10-8M isoproterenol, 5 X 10-7M ouabain, 

0.1 mM RbCl, and 10.0 mM LiCl on tissue levels of cAMP and cGMP 

were determin~d by radioimmunoassay. Whole heart preparations 
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were perfused for a total of 45 min. Perfusion with tsoproterenol 

began 43 min after perfusion with control solution and lasted for 2 

min. Ouabain, a slowei ~cting.inotrope, was infused for a total of 20 

.min following a. 25 min perfusion with control s.olution. Control prepara

tions were simply perfused for 45 min with control solution. At the 

end of the perfusion peribd .hearts were rapidly crushed in aluminum 

tongs which had been cooled in liquid nitrogen. The major portion of 

the ventricular.mass was broken awaY from the cannula and this tissue 

was stored at -80°C until assayed. 

The inotropic response to LiCl and RbCl is dependent upon 

the use of field stimulation (Ku et ~' 1974b) .. Therefore, it 
' was felt necessary to field stimula.te all preparations in which 

LiCl or RbCl were used. However, field stimulation of a whole· 

heart preparation was not possible so superfused muscle strips 

were used in the determination of cyclic nucleotide levels as 

influenced by L i Cl and RbCl. In these experiments a. piece of 

right ventricle was pinned to the bottom of ~ ~uperfusion chamber 

and stimulated for a. total of 90 min. The effects of a 30 min 

exposure to 10 mM LiCl following a 60 min Fontrol period were 

compared to those of a 90 min control ·solution that contained 20 

mM sucrose. The effects of a 30 min exposure to 0.1 mM RbCl 

after a 60 min control period were also determined. At the end 

of the superfusion period the muscles were quickly removed from. 

the chamber, frozen, and stored as described. 

All antibodies, antisera, and tracer for the radioimmunoassay 

were purchased from New England Nuclear. A piece of frozen 

tissue sample {25-100 mg) was carefully weighed and homogenized 



in a test tube containing 1.0 ml of ice-cold 6% TCA. Approximately 

4000 cpm of 3H-cycl i,c nucl.eoti.de was added to the TCA extract in 

order to determine the percent·recovery of cyclic nucleotide. 

The extract was centrifuged at 2,500, X g, 4°C, for 1.5 min and the 

supernatant was extracted 4 times with 5 ml portions of water-

sa tu rated ether. The samp 1 es were then warmed to 70-80°C and 
\ 

evaporated to dryness under .a stream of air e. 'The re·sidue was 

dissolved in 0.5 ml of 0.05 M sodium acetate buffer. 
~ 

cAMP levels were determined without acetylation. To 100 ~l 

of each. standard or sample was added 100 Pl of labeled cyclic 

AMP (succinyl cyclic AMP tyrosine methyl ester-1251) and 100 ~l 

of a prereacted first and second antibody complex. All tubes 

were vortexed and incubated overntght at 2°C. One ml of cold 

sodium acetate buffer was added to each tube and all tubes were 

vortexed and centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 2000 X g. The 

supernatant was discarded and gamma emissions were counted in a 

Packard gamma counter for 1 min. All samples and standards v1ere 

run in duplicate and the final cpm were averaged. 

cGMP levels were determined in a similar manner, except 

that acetylation of cGMP extracts and standards ~/as carried out,· 

thereby increasing the sensitivity of the assay 100-fold. This 

was simply done by adding 5 ~1 of a. 2:1 mixture of triethylamine 

and acetic anhydride to 100 ~1 of standard or sample and vo:tex

ing just prior to the addition of tracer and antiserum complex. 

D. Data analysis and statistics 

Figure 3A illustrates a typical ventricular action potential 

and Figure 38 the accompanying contraction Each tracing is a 

schematic showing the measurement of the following parameters: 
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Figure 3A. Ventricular action potential 

The parameters of interest are shown. Also measured was 
+dV/dtmax· 

B. Isometric contraction 

The parameters of interest are shown. Also measured was 
+dT/dtmax. 
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magnitude of the action potential' (AP), resting potential (RP), 

duration of the action potential when repolarization is 20% 

complete (AP-D 20 ), duration of the action potential when repolari

zation is 90% complete (AP-D90 ), the duration of the latency 

period (LP), the time from the end of the latericy period to the 

peak of the contraction (TP), the time from the peak of the 

contraction until relaxation is 90% complete (TR), and the total 

duration of the contraction (TOT). Also measured from each 

photograph was the duration of the action potential at the iso

electric point (AP-D1) and the maximal rate of rise of the 

action potential (dV/dtmax) .. The maximal rate of rise of contrac

tile tension (+dT/dtmax) was usually taken from a strip chart 

recorder while the action potential and contraction were photo

graphed from the oscilloscope screen with a Polaroid camera. 

Typically six experiments were carried 6ut for the determina

tion of a mean and standard error for each experimental condition. 

When the time course of an. intervention was determined, statisti

cal analysis was made with unpaired controls using Student's t

test. An unpaired t-test was also used for comparison of cyclic 

nucleotide data. Paired t-tests were used in analyzing the 

response of the transmembrane potential to 3Hz, 3 min drives. 

Any statistical test yielding a probability value less than .05 

was considered significant. 
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I I I. Results 
I 

A. Time-dependent changes in myocardial electromechanical para-

meters 

Some of the experiments described herein were carried out over 

a number of hours. Because ap:isolated piece of tissue is at best 

in a 11 quasi-steady state 11
, it was necessary to determine how the 

electromechanical properties of a ventricular muscle strip change 

with time in order to more accurately assess the time course of 

inotropic intervention. Five .ventricular muscle strips were 

isolated and superfused as described. After the standard 1 hr 

equilibration period, the electromechanical properties of the 

muscle were monitored for a 2 hr period. During this time the 

following parameters were found to increase: AP-0 20 , AP-01, and 

· AP-090 (Fig. 4). DT and +dT/dtmax decreased over this same time 

period (Fig. 5). The following parameters showed no significant 

changes over this two. hour period: RP, AP, +dV/dtmax' LP, TP, 1R, 

and TOT. In consideration of these changes, when a compound was 

applied for a prolonged period of time the evaluation of a statisti

cally significant effect at any time was made on the basis of the 

difference between the percentage change produced by the test 

compound and the change seen in the control muscles due to time 

alone. All figures showing the effects of RbCl and LiCl during a 

2 hr test period have been corrected for the time-dependent changes 

which occurred. The results of the ouabain study have been omitted 

from this correction procedure because the changes seen under the 

influenGe of this potent compound are both large and in the opposite 

direction of those seen with time .. 
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Figure 4. Time-dependent increases in a~tion potential duration 

A. AP-0 20 B. AP-01 C. AP-090 
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Figure .5. Time-dependent decreases in contracti 1 i ty 

A. DT 
B. +dT /dtmax 
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B. Ouabain 

1) Inhibition of electrogenic active ~ransport by ouabain 

One of the primary purposes of· this study ~1as to carrel ate 

changes in sodium pump activity with changes in myocardial contrac

tility. Sodium pump activity may be assessed electrophysiolog

ically by measuring the magnitude of the electrogenic component of 

pump activity which directly contributes to· the membrane poten

tial. This may be accomplished through the .. overdrive" procedure 

first used by Vassalle (1970) for Purkinje fibers and later applied 

to at r i a 1 · t i s sue by 0 i a con o ( 1 Q 7 9 ) . Du r i n g a 3 Hz , 3 m i n d r i v e , 

as used in the present experiments, the alterations in maximum 

diastolic potential may be divided into two phases; that during 

which maximum diastolic potential is decreasing (stimulation 

depolarization) and-that during which maximum diastolic potential 

is increasing (stimulation repolarization). The hyperpolarization 

beyond the pre-stimulus resting membrane potential which follows 

cessation of drive is called post-stimulation hyperpolarization. 

A typical record is shown in Fig. 6A. Figures 68 and 78 demon

strate that the stimulation repolarization phase of the response· 

is abolished by 1 X 10-6M ouabain. Although no .transient hyper

polarization beyond the pre-stimulus resting membrane potential 

occurs after drive, the membrane potential does hyperpolarize back 

to the original level of the resting membrane potential and is 

stable at this level. This suggests that post-stimulation hyper

polarization is abolished primarily as a result of the loss of 

stimulation repolarization. For these reasons the stimulation 

repolarization phase was taken as the primary index of electrogenic 

active transport (also see Discussion) and was used to determine-



Figure 6A. Response of the resting and maximum·dias:tolic potential 
· to a 3 Hz , 3 m i n drive · · 

Bec~use of the slow chart speed and hi~h gain the action 
potentials are fused and only the lower portion of the 
potential change is visible. Each major division represents 
20 sec horizontally and 10 mV vertically. 

B. Response of th~ resting and ·maximum diastolic pot~ntial 
to a 3 Hz, 3 min drive in the presence of 1 X 10· M ouabain 

The stimulation repolarization phase is abolished and the 
transient post-stimulation hyperpolarization phase is replaced 
·by a maintained hyperpolarization back to the prestimulus 
level of resting membrane potential. 
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Figure 7A. Stimulation depolarization 

Effects of 0.1 mM RbCl , 0. 1 mM KCl , and 1 X 1 o- 6r~ ouabain. 

B. Stimulation repolarization 

Effects of 0.1 mM RbCl , 0. 1 mM KCl , and 1 X T0-6~1 ouabain. 

C. Pas t-stimu1 a ti on hyperpo 1 ari za ti on 

Effects of 0~1 mM RbCl, 0.1 mM KCl, and 1 X 10-6M ouabain. 
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the effects of rubidium and lithium on electrogenic active transport 

in the ventricular myocardium. 

2) The electromechanical responses of guinea pig ventricle to 

ouabain 

Ouaba~n and rubidium have been postulated to produce positive 

inotropic effects in the myocardium through an identical mechanism, 

inhibition of the sodium pump (Akera and. Brody, 1978). If these 

two compounds act solely through the same mechanism it might be 

eXpected that they would produce similar alterations in the electro

mechanical properties of the ventricle. Therefore, the effects of 

ouabain, a well-characterized positive inotrope and sodium pump 

inhibitor, were compared with those of rubidium on the ele~tro

mechanical properties of guinea pig ventricle. 

Ouabain was applied in 1 hr exposures and a cummulative manner. 

The l·owest concentration of ouabain which increased contractile 

force was 5 X 10-7M (Figs .. 8 and 9). The· highest non-toxic concen

tration was 2 X 10~ 6M; a dose of 5 X 10-6M consistently induced 

spontaneous electrical activity and markedly reduced resting 

membrane potential. Substantial increases ( > 200%) in contrac

ti 1 i ty were produced by 2 X 1 o- 6r~ ouabain. 

Associated with the increase in contractile force was a shorten

ing of AP-01 and AP-0 20 beginning at 5 X 10-7M and of AP-090 at 1 

X 10-6M which became progressively larger as the concentration of 

ouabain was increased (Figs. 8 and 10). At 2 X 10-6M the p1atea~ 

phase of the action potential was reduced in duration by over 60%. 

There was also a significant reduction of action potential ampli

tude (4 ± 1%) ·in 5 X 10-7M and 1 X 10-6M ouabain. Although a 

larger decrease (6 ± 3%) in action potential amplitude occurred in 



Figure 8A~ 

B. 

Dose-response of ventricular'action potential to ouabain 

Each exposure· was for 1 hr; stimulus frequency was 1 Hz. 
Horizontal scale·= 59 msec; vertica~ scale = 20 mv6 1 = 
contrgl, 2 = 1 X 10-M, 3 = 5 X 10-M, 4 = 1 X 10-M, 5 = 2 

·X 10- M ouabain. :· 

Dose-response of ventricular contractility to ouabain 

Horizontal scale = 50 msec; vertical scale = 88.24 mg. 
Sequenc~ numbered as above. 
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Figure 9A. Log dose-response of DT to ouabain 

B. Log dose-response of +dT/dtmax to ouabain 
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Figure lOA. Log dose-response of AP-020 to ouabain 

B. Log dose-response of AP-0 1 to ouabain 

C. Log dose-response of AP-090 to ouabain 
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. 2 X 10-6M ouabain, this change was not statistically significant 

by the "P < .05i' criterion. This may be attributed to a small 

sample size (n=4) and accompanying large variance in the parameter 

values resulting from the· inherent difficulty of impaling vigorously 

contracting cardiac cells with a microelectrode. Because all 

changes in the recorded parameters were in the opposite direction 

of the same changes which occur with time in control preparations 

(Figs. 4 and 5), no corrections were made for the influence of 

time on these parameters, leading to a slight underestimation of 

the effects of ouabain. 

3) The slow response as influenced by ouabain 

One means by which ouabain or any other inotropic agent may 

alter contractility of a myocardial preparation is through altera

tions in the slow inward calcium current. One means of measuring 

changes in this current is by measuring changes in the overshoot 

and upstroke velocity of action potentials originating from a low 

level of membrane potential, about -45 mV. Under these conditions 

the sodium channel is voltage inactivated arid the membrane behaves 

like a calcium electrode. An increase in slow inward calcium 

current would be reflected in an increased overshoot and +dV/dtmax 

of the slow response action potential. The slow response thus 

provides an index of how electrogenic calcium influx varies during 

inotropic intervention (also see qisc_ussion) and was used to 

evaluate the effect of the various test compounds on this parameter. 

In order to voltage inactivate the fast sodium channel the 

preparation w~s exposed to a medium containing 24 mM KCl and 1 X 

10-8M isoproterenol (Schnieder and Sperelakis, 1975). This 

medium produced a 45 ± 2% decrease in resting membrane potential. 



Additional reductions in the electromechanical properties .of the 

preparation were as follows: AP, 35 ± 3%; AP-090 , 23 ± 6%; 

+dV/dtmax' 90 ± 2%; TR, 16 ± 5%. DT was increased by 194 ± 72% 

and +dT/dtmax by 255 ± 149%. 
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Ouabain (1 X 10-6M) was found to have no effect on the contrac

tility of K+-depolarize.d preparations over a 60 min period. This 

concentration of ouabain did, hciwever, change the shape of the 

slow response action potential. AP-0 20 was significantly reduced 

at 60 min and AP-D1 and AP-090 at both 30 and 60 min. In addition, 

the overshoot of the slow response action potential was signifi-

cantly reduced by 15 ± 4% and 13 ± 5% at 30 and 60 min, respectively. 

4) The influence of ouabain and isoproterenol on cel]ular 

cAMP and cGMP levels 

Cyclic micleotides are· potential modulators of myocardial 

contractility through which some inotropic agents, most notably 

the catecholamines, may exert their effects on the heart (Tsien, 

1977). Therefore, the effects of ouabain on cyclic nucleotide 

levels were measured to determine if there was any correlation 

between changes in contractility and change"s in cAMP and cG~1P 

levels in the ventricle. Isoproterenol-induced changes in cyclic 

nucleotide levels were also measured. The ability of a catechola

mine to elevate cAMP levels is well known (Drummond and Severson, 

1979) and so this measurement provided a demonstration of the 

adequacy of the assay technique in determining any changes. 

As previously mentioned, Langendor-ff perfused ventricles· were 

used for determining isoproterenol- and ouabain-induced changes in 

cyclic nucleotide levels, whereas· the comparable study with the 



monovalent cation~ was carried out on ventricular strips. No 

difference was found between the basal cAMP levels of Langendorff 

perfused ventricles (0.48 ± .02 picom6les/mg wet weight (w.w.), 

n=7) and superfused ventrici:Jl'ar strips (0. 50± .04 picomoles/mg 

w.w., n=6). Therefore, these values were pooled, giving a control 
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cAMP level of 0.49 ± .02 picomoles/mg w.w. (Fig. 11). Isoproterenol 

(1 X ]0-8M) increased +dT/dtmax by 75 ± 15% and cAMP levels by 33% 

in the Langendorff perfused heart. Ouabain (5 X 10-7M) did not 

detectably alter cAMP levels while increasing +dT/dtmax by 97 ± 

15%. 

The basal cGMP level of Langendorff perfused ventricles 

averaged 11.5 ± 1.9 femtomoles/mg w.w., while the cGMP levels of 

superfused ventricular strips averaged only 2~31 ± .41 femtomoles/mg 

w.w. Isoproterenol did not detectably affect this parameter but 

ouabain deRressed it by 74% in Langendorff perfused hearts (Fig. 12). 

C. Rubidium 

1) Depression of electrogenic active transport by RbCl 

It was of interest to determine if rubidium could be shown to 

inhibit acti.ve transport in the intact ventricular cell, in light 

of the reported depression of Na+, K+-ATPase activity by rubidium 

(Ku et ~' 1975). The response to drive was used to evaluate the 

effect of rubidium on active transport. In some experiments the 

control response was obtained before the application of rubidium, 

in others the effects of rubidium were ~eversed with a return to 

control medium and then the control response to drive was determined 

after 15-20 min. No difference was found in these two sets of 

conttol values and the data from both sets of experiments was 

pqoled. 



Figure 11. Ventricular cAMP levels 

Isoproterenol '(1 X 10-8M) and ouabain (1 X 10-6M) were 
included in the perfusate of Langendorff preparations; RbCl 
(0.1 mM) and LiCl (10 mM) w~re applied to ventricular 
strips. The LiCl control was control solution containing 20 
mM sucrose. *denotes P < .05. 
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Figure 12. Ventricular cGMP levels 

Isoproterenol (1 X 10-8M) and ouabain (1 X .,o-·6M) were 
included in the perfusate of Langendorff preparations; RbCl 
(0.1 mM) and LiCl (10 mM) were applied to ventricular 
strips. The RbCl control was control solution and the LiCl 
control was control solution containing 20 mM sucrose. 
*denotes P < • 05. 
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A concentration of 0.1 mN rubidium was chosen for these experi-

ments because this conc~ntration $ignificantly affected contrac-

tility without altering the resting membrane pot~ntial (see 

below). Stimulation depolarization was not detectably altered by 

the application of 0.1 mM RbCl. Stimulation repolarization wa$ 

reduced by 30% while post-sti.mulation hyperpolarization was re.duced 

by 34% (Fig. 7). This result sho~'/s that rubid.ium is capable of 

inhibiting active transport in the intact cell. 

Five experiments were also conducted in which the extracellular 

KCl concentration was increased by 0.1 mM to see if this altered 

the magnitude of any phase of the response. It did not (Fig. 7), 

demonstrating some degree of specificity of rubidium•s action. 

2) The electromechanical effects of RbCl on guinea pig 

ventricle 

Rubidium has been reported to increase contractility in 

guinea pig atria and decrease Na+, K+-ATPase activity of guinea 

pig ventricle (Ku et ~' 1975). Apparently it was assumed by 

these i~vestigators that the contractility of the ventricle would 

respond as did that of the atrium to rubidium. To check this 

assumption the electromechanical properties of guinea pig ventricle 

were monitored during 5 min, cumulative exposures to RbCl. Interest-

ingly, it was found that rubidium consistently depressed contrac

tility in the ventricle in a dose-dependent manner, as evidenced 

by depression of both developed tension and. its first derivative 

(Figs. 13 a.nd 14). The only other contractile parameter affected 

by rubidium, time to peak tension, was.also reduced and thus 
/ 

contr.i buted to the depression of contracti 1 i ty. The effect appear-

ed to plateau at about 2 mM RbCl when measured as +dT/dtmax but 

showed a further decrease at a mM RbCl when measured as DT. 



Figure 13A. Dose-response of ventricular action potential to RbCl 

Cummulative, 5 min exposures~ field stimulation at l Hz. 
Horizontal scale = 50 msec; vertical scale = 20 mV. 1 = 
control, 2 = 0.1 mM, 3 = 1.0 mM, 4 = 8.0 mM ~bCl. 

B. Dose-response of ventricular contractility to RbCl 

Horizontal scale= 50 msec; vertical scale= 44.12 mg. 
Number sequence as above. 
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Figure 14A. Log dose-response of .TP to RbCl 

B.. ·Log dose-response of DT to RbCl 

C. Log dose-response of +dT/dtmax to RbCl 
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The electrical properties of the ventricle were altered by 

RbCl as shm"in in Figs. 13, 15, and 16. ·The resting potential was 

progressively reduced as the rubidium concentration was increased. 

The action potential magnitupe and +dV/dtmax' being dependent upon 

resting potential, showed parallel decreases. All three measure

.ments of action potential duration were also reduced by rubidium. 
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In all experiments (n=l3) the effects of rubidium on these electro

mechanical parameters were cOmpletely reversible within 30 min. 

3) The time course of the electromechanical effects of RbCl 

The next series of experj_111ents determined the time course 

of the effects of 0.1 mM RbCl on the electromechanical properties 

of the ventricle over a 2 hr period following 1 hr of equilibration· 

in control medium. This concentration was chosen because it was 

found to reduce ·both active tran.sport and contractility without 

altering resting potential. 

Over the 2 hr test period there was a transient depression of 

action potential duration measured as AP-01 and AP-090 but not as 

AP-0 20 which lasted approximately 30 min (Fig. 17). After this 

time the action potential duration graduallY returned toward 

control values. 

The contractile response closely paralleled the electrical 

response (Fig. 17). When compared with control muscles the contrac

tility of rubidium-treated preparations showed an initial large. 

decrease during the first 15 min of exposure, after which contrac

tility gradually returned toward contro-l levels. Fig. 17 tempor

ally relates the changes in action potential duration (AP-D1) and 

contractility (+dT/dtmax) and shows that rubidium had qualitatively 

identical effects on these two parameters. 



Figure 15A. 

B. 

c. 

Log dose-response of RP to RbCl 

Log dose-response of AP to RbCl 

Log dose-response of +dV/dtmax to RbCl 
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Figure 16A. Log dose-response of AP-0 20 to RbCl 

B. Log dose-response of AP-OI to RbCl 

C. Log dose-response of AP-090 to RbCl 
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Figure 17. Time course of the effects of 0.1 mM RbCl on action potential 
duration (AP-01) and contract.ility (+dT/dt ax) in guinea 
p i g vent r i c 1 e . * denotes P < • 0 5. . m 
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4) The slow response as influenc,ed by .rubidium 

To determine if the ~epression of contractility by rubidium 

was related to an inhibition of slow inward calcium current a 

maximally effective concentration of RbCl (2 mM) was applied to a 

potassium-depolarized preparation. When the electromechanical 

properties of preparations exposed to 26 mM KCl were compared to 

those of preparations exposed to 24 mM KCl plus 2 mM RbCl no 

differences were found during a 30 min exposure·. This indicates 

that a concentration of RbCl which produces a 48% decrease in 

.contractility (+dT/dtmax) of a control preparation has no direct 

effect on the slow inward calcium current. , 

5) The effects of RbCl on the cyclic nucleotide content of 

guinea pig ventricle 

RbCl, 0.1 mN, did not detectably alter cAr~P levels of super-
. 

fused muscle strips (Fig. 11) The basal cGMP level of these 

strips was depressed by rubidium from 2.32 ± .41 femtomoles/mg 
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w.w. to a level below a reliably detectable limit. A qualitatively 

similar effect was produced by ouabain (Fig. 12). 

6) Increase. of guinea pig atrial contractility by RbCl 

The most surprising result of the experiments with rubidium on 

the ventricle was the depression of contractility by this ion, an 

, observation that was opposite to that reported for the guinea pig 

atria (Ku ~~' 1975). The question thus arose as to whether or 

not, using the same experimental technique, a positive inotropic 

response would be detected when rubidium was applied to guinea pig 
) 

atria. Ku et·~ (1975)· indicated that 5 mM RbCl would produce 

about a 30% increase in atrial contractility at the peak of the 

dose-response curve and so this concentration of rubidium was 
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chosen for the test. Rubidium was found to consistently increase 

atrial contractility in nine experiments (Fig. 18). DT and 

+dT/dtmax increased during a 30 min exposure to RbCl with average 

increases of 22 ± 8% and 29 ± 10%, respectively. These experiments 

thus demonstrated that the depression of ventricular contractility 

seen in the current experiments is not artifactual. 

D. Lithium 

1). LiCl and electrogenic active transport 

LiCl is reported to increase the activity of the isolated 

ventricular Na+, K+-ATPase in a 10 mM concentration (Ku et ~' 

1975). The question remained, however, whether or not there is a 

detectable increase in electrogenic pump activity during the 

application of 10 mM LiCl to the ventricle. Using the response to 

drive as an index of sodium pump activity, this concentration of 

lithium had no discernable effect on any phase of the response, 

suggesting that the positive inotropic response of the ventricular 

myocardium to lithium (see below) must be related to some other 

interaction. 

2) The electromechanical effects of LiCl on guinea pig 

ventricle 

A concentration of 10 mM LiCl is also reported to produce 

significant increases in contractility of atrial preparations (Ku 

et ~' 1975). In the present study this concentration of lithium 

increased ventricular contractility over a 2 hr ·period (Fig. 19). 

Unlike rubidium, lithium produced no transient depression of 

contractility, there being a progressive increase in contractile 

force throug-hout· the test period which was about 50% greater than 

that of unpaired controls by the end of the period. 



Figurerl8A. Time course of the effect of 5.0 mM RbCl on DT in guinea 
pig atria. 

B. Time course of the effect of 5.0 mM RbCl on +dT/dtmax 
in guinea pig atria. *denotes P < .05. 
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Figure 19A. Time course of the effect of 10 mM LiC1 on DT 

B. Time course of the effect of 10 mM LiC1 on +dT/dt ax· * denotes P < • 05. 
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\ The action potential duration was reduced by LiCl (Fig. 20). 

AP-0 20 was reduced at 15 and 30 min when compared to unpaired 

control~, AP-D1 was reduced only at 15 min, and AP-090 was .reduced 

throughout th~ first 60 min. LiCl also significantly reduced 

+dV/dtmax' beginning at 60 min, without any changes .in resting 

potential or action potential magnitude (Fig. 20). 

Because of the relatively long time and high concentration of 

lithium needed to produce these effects on contractility, no 

attempt was made to develop a dose-response curve for lithium. 

However, one low dose (1.0 mM) was applied for 60 min (n=3). In 

·this concentration, no detectable changes occurred in any of the 

parameters being measured. 

3) The slow response as influenced by lithium 

To determine if the contracti 1 e effects of 1 i thium could be 

attributed to an increase in slow inward calcium current~ 10 mM 

LiCl was applied to a potassium-depolarized prepar~tion. Because 

the r~sponse to lithium in control solution develops rather slowly 

the time course of exposure was followed over a 90 min period. 
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The slow response action potential and contraction alone were also 

monitored for 90 min to determine, the stability of this preparation 

(n=7). It was found that both the electrical activity and contrac-

tility of this preparation were very stable over this time period. 

The only parameter which showed a significant change was AP~o90 ; 

it was reduced by 4 ± 1% at 30, 60', and 90 min. Lithium produced 

no change in the slow response action potential other than elimina-

ting the shortening of AP-090 that was observed with time. 

On the other hand, contractility associated with the slow 

response was significantly depressed by 10 mM LiCl at all time 



Figure 20A. Time course of the effect of 10 mM Li Cl on AP-020 
B. Time course of the effect of 10 mM L i Cl on AP-090 
c. Time course of the eff~ct of 10 mM L i C1 on +dV /dt ax. 

*denotes P < . 05. 
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periods (Figs. 21 and 22), in contrast to the positive inotropic 

effect of LiCl in non-depolarized tissue (Fig. 19). This effect 

developed rapidly, with a 19 ± 6% decrease in +dT/dtmax after.l5 

min and a 33.5 ± 6% decrease after 90 min. 

4) The effect of LiCl on cyclic nucleotide levels 
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LiCl (10 mM) had no detectable effect on, either cAMP or cGMP 

levels when measured in the isolated ventricular muscle strip 

(Figs. 11 and 12). This result suggests that the inotropic effect 

of lithium is probably not due to release of endogenous catechola- · 

mines. 



Figure 21A. Slow response action potential unaffected by 10 mM LiCl 

During a 90 min exposure 10 mM LiCl did not· detectably alter 
the cardiac action or resting potential. Horizontal scale= 
50 msec; vertical scale = 20 mV. 

B. Time course of the effect of 10 mM LiCl on slow response 
contraction. 

The exposure was for 90 min. Horizontal scale = 50 msec; 
vertical scale= 44.12 mg. 1 =control, 2 = 30 min, 3 = 60 
min, 4 = 90 min after exposure to LiCl. 
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Figure 22A. Time course of the effect of 10 mM LiCl on DT of ~otassium -
de~olarized preparations. 

B. Time cours·e of the effect of 10 mM LiCl on +dT/dt of 
potassium - depolarized pre2aration. m~x-*denotes < • 05. · 
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IV. Discussion 

There are many subcellular mechanisms through which myocardial 

contractility may be affected. When an intervention, either 

mechanical or molecular, alters the force of contraction, the 

basic cause of altered contractility can be traced back to events 

occurring at the cellular level., If the basic functional mechan

isms of the celJs are well enough understood, the results of any 

inotropic intervention may be. satisfactorily explained in terms of 

these mechanisms. Such an explanation is not yet possibJe for the 

positive inotropic effect produced by the cardiac glycosides. A 

number. of investigators have proposed that the correlation between 

Na+, K+-ATPase or sodium pump inhibition and the positive inotro

pic response to cardiac glycosides is supportive of a cause and 

effect relationship between these events. The results of the 

experiments described herein demonstrate that sodium pump inhibi

tion is not always associated with a positive inotropic response 

and support the possibility of separate mechanisms through which 

the therapeutic and .. toxic manifestations of dig_italis administra

tion become evident (Guntert and Linde, 1977). 

A. Ouabain 

1) Contractile response 

Ouabain produced a dose-dependent increase in contractile 

force as indicated by an increase in +dT/dtmax· Although there 

was a significant shqrtening of TP with 2 X 10-6M ouabain, the 

primary effect of· ouabain at lower concentrations was only to 

increase +dT/dtmax' thereby producing an increased force of 

contraction. Similar effects of ouabain on DT, +dT/dtmax' and TP 

have been reported (Buccino et al, 1967; Sonnenblick, 1967). 
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The inotropic effect. of cardiac glycosides is hypothesized to be 

the result of an .increased.cytosolic calcium activity during 

systole, but there is·no concensus of opinion as to how this 

chang~ is broug~t about (Lan~e~, 1977). 

2) Electrogenic active transport 
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The presence of an electrogenic ·sodium pump has been postulated 

to exist in va'rious heart tissues (Deieze, 1960; Page and Storm, 

1965; Vassa 11 e, 1970; ~1cDona l d and MacLeod, 1971 ; Gl i tsch, 1972; 

Hiraoka and Hecht, 1973·; Isenberg and Trautwein, 1974;' Noma and 

Irisawa, 1974; Akasu nQ, 1978; Glitsch et Q, 1978; Horres et 

~' 1979; Gadsby and Cranefie1d, 1979; Diacono, 1979). Acceptance 

of the existence of such a voltage source is dependent upon satis

fying two criteria: 1) that the voltage change cannot be attributed 

to a change in membrane permeability (i.e., a change in the PNa/PK 

ratio), and·2) that the voltage change is not the re~ult of altered 

pumping of an electroneutral pump. 

An electrogenic sodium pump is one which produces ~ net trans

fer of charge across the cell membrane, thereby directly contri

buting to the membrane potential. For example, in red blood cells 

it is well accepted that the membrane ion pump removes ·3 sodium 

ions from the cell and replaces them with only 2 potassium ions 
\ 

(Post nQ, 1967). All suggestions of electrogenic ion pumps are 

of such a nature; they pump out more charge ~han they take up. 

This type of pump tends to hyperpolarize the membrane. Thus, in 

order to satisfy the first criteria, it is necessary to show that 

hyperpolari~ation accompanying stimulation of the pump, or 

depolarization due to inhibition of the pump, cannot be 



explained in terms of permeability changes. The importance of the 

PNa/PK ratio is seen in the Goldman.-Hodgkin-Katz equation, which 

was developed from the constant field theory of Goldman (1943) by 

Hodgkin and Katz ( 1949): · 

Vm. _ RT l -- n 
F 

PK[K]o + PNa [Na]o +Pel [Cl]i. 

PK[K]i + PNa [Na]i +Pel [Cl] 0 

where all terms have their usual meaning. 

(2) 

If we assume that chloride is distributed passively according to 

the membrane potential, 

V = RT ln PK [K]o + PNa [Na]o 

m F PK [K]i + PNa [Na]i {3) 

Given that intracellular sodium concentration is low and that the 

permeability to sodium is also low relative to the same values for 

potassium we. may drop the term PNa [Na]i, 

(4) 

or 

(5) 

This equation clearly shows, assuming constant extracellular 

sodium and potassium concentrations (and an electroneutral sodium 

pump), that the membrane potential will be_determined by [K]i and 

the PNa/PK ratio. Calculations of the PNa/PK ratio based upon 

known extracellular sodium and potassium activities and estimated 

values of intracellular potassium activity yield values of around 

0.01 in the ventricular myocardium. Given such a low ratio the 

membrane potential approaches the potassium equilibrium potential. 
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If the sodium permeability were zero, then equation (5) would 

reduce to the Nernst equation for a potassium electrode. A mem-

brane thus has, as a maximum negative limit, the equilibrium 

potential for potassium. Thi·s relationship does not hold if.an 

electrogenic pump also contributes to the membrane potential; Vm 
I 

may ex~eed EK. Therefore, one means_ of showing that cellular 

hyperpolarization is due to an electrogenic pump is to demonstrate 

that Vm does exceed EK. Such a demonstration is based upon a 

precise knowledge of the intracellular and extracellular potassium 
( 

activities at the cell membrane. The problems of making these 

determinations have already been alluded to. Nevertheless, many 

experimenters have suggested that Vm may exceed EK through logical 

arguments based on _various experimental results. 
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Several papers purporting to show that Vm exceeds EK during 

hyperpolarization are based on the response of t,he resting membrane 

potential to rewarming in control solution following incubation at 

low temperature and sometimes low [K:]
0 

(Page and Storm, 1965; 

McDonald and MacLeod, 1971; Glitsch, 1972; Horres et al, 1979). 

During incubation intracellular sodium concentration rises due to 

pump inhibition. When the temperature is raised and the pump is 

adequately supplied with extracellular potassium, a transient 

hyperpolarization ensues. This is attributed to stimulation of an 

electrogenic sodium pump by a highe·r than normal intracellular 

sodium concentration. The. possibility that the hyperpolarization 

is due to a change in EK was discounted from calculations 'of EK 

based upon determination of [K]; by atomic absorption spectrophoto

metry. The inadequacy of evaluating EK by such means has already 

been discussed. 
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More convincing evidence of a lack of a change of the PNa/PK 

ratio was supplied by Isenberg and Trautwein (1974). These authors 

applied a high concentration of ouabain (1 X l0~ 5M) to Purkinje 

fibers and observed a rapid drop in late outward current, indepen

~ent of membrane potential, which they considered due to inhibition 

of an electrogenic sodium pump. That the reduction in late outward 

current was not due to a change in PNa/PK ratio was indicated by 

the observation that, while the I-V relation was shifted downward 

by ouabain, there was ·no change in the shape of the curve. 

The possibility that enhanced activity of an electroneutral 

pump, by reducing the extracellular potassium concentration of a 

diffusion-limited extracellular space (Kline and Morad, 1978), may 

result in membrane hyperpolarization has also been studied. 

Vassalle (1970) attacked this problem by measuring membrane input 

resistance before and immediately after overdrive of Purkinje 

fibers. Having found that lowering [K]
0 

from 5.4 to 2. 7 mM results 

in a 134 ± 27% increase of input resistance (Vassalle, l965),,he 

hypothesized that a significant change in [K]
0 

should be detectable 

as a change- in input resistance; no change was. discernable af~er 

overdrive. This technique of measuring changes in membrane resis

tance has been triticized on theoretical grourids as being insensi

tive to changes in membrane resistance (~atk et ~' 1975). Yet 

the technique is ·capable of detecting an increase in membran~ 

resistance when [K]
0 

is reduced by 50% (Vassalle, 1965). It 

should also be noted that maximum diastolic .Potential is also 

sensitive to [K]
0

, the difference between resting and maximum 

diastolic potential b~ing 6 ± .5 mV and 14.5 ± .9 mV when [K]
0

· 



was 5 . 4 and 2 . 7 mM , respect i vel y ( Vas sa ll e , l 9 6 5 ) . Th u s Vas sa ll e 

observed approximately an 8.5 mV increase in maximum diastolic 

potential and a 134 ± 27% increase in input resistance when [K] 
0 

was lowered from 5.4 to 2.7 mM. In 5.4 mM potassium, Vassalle 

(1970) saw an average increase in maximum diastolic potential 

after overdrive of 2.8 ± .l mV, which is conside~ably less (67%) 

than the 8. 5 mV increase seen v1hen [K]
0 

is lowe red from 5. 4 to 2. 7 

mM. If one assumes a linear relationship between [K]
0 

and input 

resistance over the range of 2.7 to 5.4-mM, then the resistance 
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change accompanying a 2.8 mV increase of maximum diastolic potential 

would only be 44%. When one considers a standard error of 27% in 

measuring input resistance (Vassalle, 1965), as well as the 

theoretical objections of Jack~~ (1975), one may question 

Vassalle's (1970) contention that overdrive suppression is not the 

result of a decrease in [K]
0

• 

Hiraoka and Hecht (1973) cooled Purkinje fibers in a low [K]
0 

solution and observed a 20 mV hyperpolarization upon rewarming in 

a normal [K]
0 

solution w~en compared to control fibers. They 

interpreted th~ hyperpolarization as being due to an electrogenic 

pump. In order to discount the possibility of a depletion of [K]
0 

near the cell membrane by an electroneutral pump, these authors 

offered as evidence the observation that if [K]
0 

was rapidly 

changed from 5.4 to 2.7 mM during rewarming the fibers depolarized 

by 17 mV in contrast to control fibers which do not depolarize and 

may even show hyperpol~rization from a like -reduction in [K]
0

• 

The problem with this argument is that Purkinje fibers may exhibit 

a depolarization when .[K]
0 

is lowered below 2.7 mM (Cranefield, 

1975, p. 15). Thus,. if an electroneutral pump had lowered [K]
0 

in 



the extracel1ular space, a further reduction due to a lowering of 

[K]
0 

in the bulk phase ~auld further reduce [K]
0 

in the extra

cellular space and thus cause the depolarization. Therefo~e, 

these experiments did not conclusively demonstrate the presence of 

an electrogenic pump. 
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Glitsch et ~ (1978) provided substantive evidence for an 

electrogenic pump in heart tissue. These authors compared the 

resting potential of control and rewarmed atria at various levels 

of [K]
0

• They found t~at control atria exhibited a maximum resting 

membrane potential of -92 ± .6 mV in K-free solution while the 

maximum resting potential of rewarmed atria was about -97 ± .8 mV 

in .2. 7 mM K. Furthermore, at values of [K]
0 

of 0.4, 1.35, and 2.0 

mM, the maximum resting potential of rewarmed atria also exceeded 

the membrane potential of control atria in K-free solution. Thus, 

even if an electroneutral pump lowered [K]
0

, the value of the 

rewarmed membrane potential would never be expected to exceed the 

maximum control value of membrane potential attained at any value 

of [K]
0

, unless an electrogenic pump was activated. 

Gadsby and Cranefield (1979) also provided convincing evidence 

for the existence of an electrogenic pump in cardiac Purkinje 

fibers. They described three different experimental conditions. in 

which a reduction of [K]
0 

by an electroneutral pump would produce 

electrophysiological ·changes in the opposite direction of' those 

expected for a net outward pump current. In all three tests when 

the preparation was sodium loaded the electrophysiological changes 

all occurred in the direction which would be expected if an electro

genic pump were operable, not in the direction expected from 

depletion of [K]
0

. 



In a study of rat atria and ventricular trabeculae, Diacono 

(1979) measured membrane potential and resistance during a period 

of high frequency stimulation. As previously noted, such a 
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procedure results in an initial reduction of maximum diastolic 

potential (stimulation depolarization) followed by an increase of 

maximum .diastolic potential (stimulatton repolarization). As soon 

as the drive is terminated the membrane shows a rapid hyperpolari

zation which gradually decays (post-s~imulation hyperpolarization). 

All of these events may be explained by al t.er'ations fn [K]
0 

without postulating the existence of an electrogenic pump. To 

test this possibility Diacono measured membrane resistance (~V/~ I) , 

using a double sucrose gap method. The assumptions and limitations 

of such a technique have been discussed (Fozzard and Beeler, 

1975). Di acono found that membrane resistance decr·eased with the 

onset of stimulation, an observation attributable to accumulation 

of extracellular potassium (Vassalle, 1965). The decrease of 

membrane resistance quickly reached a near minimal value after 20 

sec of stimulation and then gradually attained a steady state. At 

no time during stimulation was membrane resistance increased, even 

though the membrane rapidly hyperpolarized during stimulation. 

This precludes the possibility that the hyperpolarization was due 

to removal of extracellular potassium since an increase in membrane 

resistance would be expected in this case (Vassalle, 1965). The 

application of ouabain (1 X 10-4M) produced a 60% inhibition of 

the stimulation repolarization phase. 

Finally, a recent abstract (Martin et ~' 1980) reported the 

correlation between resting membrane potential and [K] during and 
0 

after stimulation of-papillary muscles. Extracellular potassium 
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levels were measured with a potassium-sensitive microelectrode 

placed in the extracellular space. During stimulation [K]
0 

rose 

and the membrane depolarized. Then [K]
0 

began to fall and the 

membrane actually hyperpolarized. as stimulation was -continued. 

After cessation of drive the membrane hyperpolarized even further 

and [K]
0 

fell below prestimulation levels. However, at certain 

times during and after stimulation, the membrane was hyperpolarized 

when [K]
0 

was at or above prestimul ati on 1 evel s. These results 

provide evidence for the existence of an electrogenic pump. 

Studies in the myocardium to date have been concerned primarily 

with the demonstration of such a pump with little emphasis on the 

mechanism of how electrogenicity may be altered. The two factors 

that determine the pump current are the coupling ratio and the 

rate of pump activity. These. factors may be related by the fol-

lowing equation, 

(6) 

where Ip is the pump current, C is the coupling ratio, A is the 

pump activity and k is a proportionality constant. The coupling 

ratio is the ratio of sodium ions extruded to potassium ions taken 

up. If a pump is electrogenic this necessarily implies that the 

coupling ratio has some value other than one. The coupling ratio 

has been studied primarily in nervous tissue (for review see 

Thomas, 1972) and appears to vary as a function of [Na]i and [K]
0 

(Mullins and Brinley, 1969). A variable coupling ratio has obvious 

implications in determining the magnitude of an electrogenic 

contribution to membrane potential. The second determinant of 

pump current is pump activity; a higher pump activity produces a 

larger pump current and thus makes a larger co~tribution to membrane 
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potential. Pump activity is also determined by [Na]. and [K] as 

1 0 

the concentrations of these two ions will determine the activity 

of the Na+, K+-ATPase (Akera and Brody, 1978). A precise analysis 

of how these determinants of Ip vary with various conditions lies 

primarily in determining how the coupling ratio varies as a func

tion of the conditions. If, for example, pump current is increased 

but the coupling ratio remains constant then it is apparent that 

pump activity must be increased. Mullins and Brinely (l969)·were 

able to show that the coupling ratio varies as a function of [Na]i 

because they were able to internally dialyze squid axons and thus 

precisely control [Na]i. In cardiac muscle internal dialysis is 

currently impossible and a study of how the coupling ratio varies 

as a function of experimental conditions has not been undertaken. 

The present study is, however, capable of·assessing inhibition 

or stimulation of electrogenic ion transport. Of significance was 

the finding that oua~ain eliminated the stimulation repolarization 

phase during drive, implying that this is the phase of the ~esponse 

to.which electrogenic transport makes the greatest relative 

contribution. It is of interest that this was the same phase 
I 

reported to be 60% inhibited by a 1.4 X 10-4M concentration of 

ouabain in the rat ventricle (Diacono, 1979), while in the present 

study on guinea pig ventricle l X 10-6M ouabain abolished this 

response. The difference in effective concentrations may be 

explained by the well known 100-fold difference in the sensitivity 

of rat and guinea pig myocardial Na+~ K+-ATP9se to inhibition by 

cardiac glycosides (Ku et {L, 1976). 

Although the post-stimulation hyperpolarization (PSH) phase of 

the response is also reported to be inhibited by ouabain (Diacono, 



1979; this study) it appears likely that while the membrane still 

hyperpolarizes after cessation of drive, it hyperpolarizes only 

back to the original resting membrane potential. Further, this 

hyperpolarization is not transient, as is the uninhibited PSH. 

The PSH is usually quantitated by comparing the degree of hyper-

polarization to the original resting membrane potential. It is 

apparent from Fig. 6 that no hyperpolarization beyond fhe re·s-ting 
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membrane potential occurs, but after cessation of drive the membrane 

potential does return to its original level. The l~ck of a hyper

polarization may thus be attributed to the inhibition of the 

stimulation repolarization phase rather than to a direct inhibition 

of PSH. Although one certainly expects an electrogenic pump to 

contribute to the PSH it may be argued that reaccumulation and 

washout of extrac~llular potassium are the major contributors to 

this phase. The finding that membrane resistance changes primarily 

during th~ stimulation depolarization and PSH phases of the response 

supports this conclusion (Diacono, 1979). 

The PSH respons~ may thus be considered the result of three 

factors: 1) the activity of an electrogeni-c sodium pump, 2) 

reuptake of extracellular potassium by an electroneutral pump, and 

3) washout of extracellular potassium into the bulk phase of the 

bathing medium. In the presen~e of 1 X 10-6M ouabain the contri

bution of an electrogenic pump to PSH is eliminated as shown by 

complete inhibition of stimulation repolarization. That this 

concentration of ouabain is capable of completely inhib~ting 

electroneutral pumping is questionable. Akera ~~ (1969) report 

that 1 X 10-6M ouabain will produce between 25 and 50% inhibition 

of the isolated Na+, K+-ATPase of guinea pig ventricle. If the -



isolated enzyme study can be extrapolated to the intact tissue it 

is likely that considerable activity is maintained.· However, the 

implications of such a conclusion are important. If this ouabain 

concentration produces up to 50% inhibition of the sodium pump 

then electrogenic active transport should be reduced by no more 

than 50%. Since electrogenic transport was abolished, and if we 

accept the hypothesis that electroneutral sodium pumping remained 

50% operational, the conclusion is that ouabain is -capable of 

changing the coupling ratio of the sodium pump. That ouabain 

reduces the coupling ratio without altering resting membrane 

potential implies that, in the absence of overdrive, the electro

genic ,contribution to membrane potential is small in guinea pig 

ventricle (t~cDona 1 d et ~, 1975). 

It is not necessary to accept the possi.bility· that 1 X 10-6M 

ouabain completely inhibits the sodium pump, because the hyper

polarization following drive may be explained solely as a washout 

of potassium from a.diffusion-limited extracellular space. Kline 

and Morad (1978) suggest that both reaccum~lation of potassium by 

a membrane pump and washout of potassium into the bulk bathing 

medium are responsible for the removal of interstitial potassium 

following an action potential. Such a mechanism can explain 

repolarization following drive. That many hundreds of action 

potentials may occur be~ore resting membrane potential changes 

appreciably during pump inhibition may be appreciated from the 

calculation that approximately 1 picomole/cm2 of potassium efflux 

occurs during a single action potential, a rather insignificant 

quantity in light of a millimolar intercellular potassium concen

tration. 
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The present study is not capable of discerning the contri

bution of these mechanisms to PSH, but does demonstrate that 

stimulation repolarization provides an index of active trahsport 

·in the guinea pig ventricular myocardium. 

3) Electrophysiological response 

a) Resting Potential 

The ability of a cardiac glycoside to reduce resting membrane 

potential is related to the ability of these agents to inhibit the 

sodium pump and thus reduce the transmembrane potassium gradient. 

In the present study it was found that ouabain had no effect on 

resting membrane potential until a concentration was reached which 

produced arrythmias in the preparation. This suggests that the 

resting membrane potential is altered only when toxic doses of 

ouabain are applied. In fact, loss of resting membrane potential 

may be considered .one of the signs of digitalis iritoxication. 

Other authors have also interpreted the loss of resting membrane 

potential as a toxic rather than therapeutic action of digitalis 

(Vassalle et al, 1962; Kassebaum, 1963). 

b) Action potential magnitude and rate of rise 

Over the non-arrhythmogenic concentration range of ouabain it 

was found that action potential magnitude was depressed while the 

maximal rate of rise of the action potential remained unchanged. 

The depression of action potential amplitude· is probably not 

related to a direct effect ~f ouabain on so~ium and potassium 

balance. If ouabain significantly reduced the potassium gradient 
\ 

then the resting membrane potential should be decreased, but it 

was not. 
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A useful mathematical relationship between membrane potential, 

the sodium equilibrium potential, and the maximal rate of rise of 

the action potential may be derived from ari electrical analogue of 

the cell membrane. The cell membrane may be modeled as a series 

of units, each unit being composed of a resistor and capacitor in 

parallel and connected by an internal and external resistance 

(Fig. 23). If a current is applied to an isolated unit, it will 

divide and part of the current will flow through the resistive 

element (Ir) and part through the capacitive element (Ic). The 

total current through the unit membrane will be 

I = I + Ic (7) m r 
From Ohm • s 1 a w, 

Ir = ~. Vm, where Vm is the applied voltage 
m 

The charge on the capacitor is 

q = c v m m 
Differentiating (9)~ 

2..9. = c a vm 
at mat, 

or, 

Thus, 
v 

I 1 V + a m m = r m em -
m at 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

( 11 ) 

( 12) 

It is obvious from the membrane analog (Fig. 23) that an 

applied current will flow not only acro.ss the membrane but also 

along the intracellular (ri) and extracellul~r (r
0

) resistance. 

As one moves some distance x away from the current source, the 

magnitude of this current (I) at point x will decrease, since a 

constant fraction of·current will be diverted through each unit 

membrane: 
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Figure 23. Electrical analogue of passive resistance elements in 
an excitable membrane 

r
0 

=extracellular resistance; r1 = myoplasmic resistance; 
rm = membrane ionic resistance; em = membr~ne capacitance. 
Arter Fig. 4.12 of Aidley (1978). , 
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1 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

at a constant velocity {e·), 

(16) 

( 17) 

( 18) 

Equation (18) applies to a propagated action potential, which 

depends upon the cable properties of the preparation for its 

spread, while equation (12) describes a membrane action potential 

in which the entire membrane is always at the same potential and 

thus precludes longitudinal current flow.' Equation (18) shows 
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that for a propagated action potential the membrane-current is 

proportional to the second derivative of the potential with respect 

to ·time. Therefore, when the first derivative of the potential 

change is at a maximum (or minimum), Im = 0. Because Im of equa

tion {12) and equation (18) are equal at any given unit membrane, 

0 = l V +·c avm max 
r m m at 
m 

( 19) 

or, from equation (7), 

avm 
I = -c -r m 

atmax (20) 



If we assume that background and potassium currents are neglibible 

during the influx of the fast sodium current in cardiac muscle 

(Hondeghem, 1978; Cohen and Strichartz, 1978), then 

( 21) 

If these assumptions are true then equation (21) shows that INa is 

directly proportional to avm;atmax· 

According to the Hodgkin-Huxley (1952) model of nervous 

conduction, INa may also be represented as 

INa = gNa (Vm - ENa) (22) 

where gNa is the sodium conductance, Vm the membrane potential, 

and ENa the equilibrium potential for sodium ion. GNa may be 

divided into 

(23) 

where 9Na is the maximum sodium conductance attainable and m and h 

are dimensionless parameters ranging from 0 to 1 and express the 

degree of activation and inactivation of the fast sodium channel, 

respectively. Equation (21) may now be rewritten as 

. ( 24) 

where the subscript max indicates the specific value of these 

parameters when aVjat is maximal. 

Since no significant change·in +dV/dtmax was found in this 

study, the conclusion is that the sodium inward current was not 

changed by ouabain. EquatiQn (24) shows the parameters which must 

either remain constant or change so that INa is unaffected (an 

unlikely possibility). The parameter Of particular interest is 
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ENa· ENa is maintained by the activity of the sodium pump. An 

intervention such as ouabain which inhibits the sodium pump should 

reduce ENa which in turn should reduce +dV/dtmax· That ouabain 

did not significantly change +dV/dt~ax suggests that ouabain does 

not affect the parameters governing the sodium conductance or the 

sodium gradient when applied in non-toxic concentrations. 
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Reductions in +dV/dt have been .reported for toxic concentrations max 
of ouabain (Kassebaum~ 1963). 

If the maximal rate of rise of the action potential had been 

reduced, then the observed reduction in overshoot can be explained 

by a reduced electrocherni.cal driving force for sodium influx (Vm

ENa). Since this did not occur, a separate mechanism capable of 

reducing the action potential overshoot but not +dV/dtmax m~st be 

operative. One possibility lies in the suggestion ·that the peak 

reversal of membrane potential is due not only to sodium influx 

but also calcium influx (Cranefield, 1975). If calcium is capable· 

of making this contribution to the action potential, then it is 

likely that an intervention which increases intracellular calcium 

(e.g., ouabain), by reducing the.calcium gradient, would reduce 

calcium influx and thus the action potential amplitude. Necessary 

to this argument is a lack of calcium influx in determining 

+dV/dtmax· That calcium does not contribute to this parameter may 

be justified in that +dV/dt~ax occurs at about the same value of 

membrane potential where the calcium current is activated. Also, 

because the kinetics of activation of this calcium current are 

relatively slow, its contribution to membrane potential begins a 



finite time after activation. The temporal dissociation of action 

potential peak and .+dV/dtmax is therefore plausible. 

c) Action potential duration 
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Ouabain shortened the· action potential duration in a concentration

dependent manner. This observation is of importance because of 

the voltage dependence of the slow inward calcium current (Reuter, 

1973). An intervention resulting in early termina~ion of the 

action potential might be expected to reduce the slow inward 

current because of this voltage dependence. 

Chloride ions also contribute to action potential duration 

(Beeler and Reuter, 1977; Coraboeuf, 1978). Although chloride 

ions have been thought to be distributed in equilibrium with the 

resting membrane potential for many years (Carmeliet, 1961; Hutter 

and Noble, 1961)~ more recent studies suggest that chloride is 

actively transported into the cardiac cell (Ladle and Walker, 

1975; Spitzer and Walker, 1980). Estimated values of the chloride 

equilibrium potential range from a minimum of -60 mV to a maximum 

equal to the resting membrane potential. During the action poten

tial plateau the membrane potential is more positive than the 

lowest estimate of ECl' creating an electrochemical gradient for 

chloride influx. Additionally, chloride con~uctance is probably 

increased during the action potential (Carmel iet, ·1961). Chloride 

influx during depolarization thus plays a role in determining 

action potential duration~ This is also suggested by studies in 

v1hich action potential duration is increased by chloride removal 

(Hutter and Noble, 1961; Bassingthwaighte et ll, 1976). However, 

this increase may be related in part to a reduction of potassium 



permeability which accompanies chloride substitution (Carmeliet 

and Verdonck, 1977). 

The significance of chloride•s effect on action potential 

duration is related to the observation that, in crayfish giant 

axon, the activity of the sodium pump is directly related to 

_ steady---state-- membrane---conductance- ( Lj'eberman~-and~L_ane_, 1976). 
~ -------~---- -·- - - ---- --~------.... _______ __ 

This study revealed that inhibition of the sodium pump by a number 

of means reduced membrane resistance by as much as 53%. A com-

panion study of Lieberman and Nosek (1976) demonstrated that this 

increase in membrane conductarice was due almost entirely to an 

increase in chloride conductance, suggesting that the activity of 

the sodium pump somehow directly contributes to steady state 

chloride conductance. if such a mechanism is operative in cardiac 

muscle then the decrease in action potential duration seen during 

sodium pump inhibition by ouabain may be explained in part by an 

increased chloride conductance. This would hasten repolarization 

in the active cell. 

Voltage clamp studies also provide some evidence as to the 

mechanism through which the cardiac glycosides shorten action 

potential duration. It is generally accepted that the end result 

of digitalis administration is an increase in free intracellular 

calcium during systole with accompanying increase in contractile 

force (Langer, 1977). The results of voltage clamp studies on the 

action of digitalis may be explained as secondary effects of the 

increased intracellular calcium concentratio-n. McDonald et tl 

(1975)"voltage clamped cat ventricular· muscle under the influence 

of di'hydro-ouabain (Fig. 24). It was found that after 2 min of 
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Figure 24. Current-voltage and. tension~voltage relationships of 
tat ventr1cular muscle before and after treatment w1th 
dihydro~ouabain .. Taken directly from McDonald et ~ (1975). 
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exposure to the drug (1.7 X 10-5M) contractile force was increased 

by 20%.but the slow inward ca~cium current (Is) and late outward 

current (Iout) were unchanged. After 8 min contractile force was 

increased by 60% but maximum-Is showed _a 20% decrease while rout 

was increased by 10%. The decrease in Is is due to a decrease in 

membrane conductance to Is or to a decrease in the driving force 

for Is or both (Eq. 1). In light of th,~ increased contractile 
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force which accompanies these membrane current cha·nges, it is most 

likely that the driving force for.Is has been reduced by an increase 

in ~ytosolic free calcium ion. However, no study has examined the 

steady state activation and inactivation variables or the time 

constants of activation and inactivation of the slow inward current 

during exposure to a cardiac glycoside. Changes in any of these 

components of gs could play a role in the decrease of Is. It must 

also be noted that the decrease in Is may be only apparent, as any 

early increases in ·rout would reduce the electrically measurable 

magnitude of peak Is. 

The increase in Iout may be related to the increased free 

intracellul~r calcium concentration. Raising the internal calcium 

ion concentration by any of several means results in an increased 

background potassium .current, ikl, (Bassingthwaighte et ~, 197.6; 

Kass and Tsien, 1976). The cardiac glycosides, by raising [Ca 2+Ji, 

would be expected to similarly increase outward current. Although 

· the cardiac glycosides may have direct effects on outward current 

(apparently epinephrine activates the delayed rectifier, ixl' 

Ts i en et ll' 1972), the _increase of !out produced by these compounds 

can be plausably explained as being due to the increase of [Ca 2+]i. 



Therefore, if the reduction of Is and the increase of rout satis

factorily explain the decrease of action potential duration 
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induced by cardiac glycosides, it is obvious that electrophysiologi-

cal correlates bear.no direct relationship to the inotropic action 

of cardiac glycosides. As has been noted, the increased outward 

current may also reflect increased chloride conductance (Lieberman 

and Nosek, 1976; Nosek, unpublished observations). 

4) Slow response action potential 

One mechanism through which an inotropic intervention may 

influence myocardial contractility is through electrogenic calcium 

influx during the action potential. One means of studying this 

calcium current is to depolarize the preparation with a high 

potassium concentration to a resting potential of -50 to -40 mV. 

In this condition the ·fast sodium channel is voltage inactivated 

(Beele~ and Reuter, 1970a) and the slow channel is the sole 

carrier of inward current. Much evidence exists purporting to 

show that the slow inward current is .carried by calcium alone or 

by both sodium and calcium in a variety of preparations (Rougier 

et ~' 1969; Beeler and Reuter,' l970b; Pappa no, 1970; New and 

Trautwein, 1972b; Weiss et ~' 1974; Schneider and Sperelakis, 

1975; Inui and Imamura, 1976; Reuter and Scholz, 1977): Weiss et 

~ (1974) have argued strongly that the· slow inward currer)t~ as 

measured by the slow response action potential, is carried solely 

by calcium ions in mammalian ventricle. Many studies have shown a 

reduction in the amplitude of the slow response action potential 

or the slow inward current when the extracellular sodium concentra-

tion is· reduced (Ochi, 1970; Mascher, 1971; Vitek and Trautwein, 



1971; Schneider and Sperelaki.s, 1975). However, sodium withdrawal 

alone results in increased intracellular calcium concentration and 

a positive inotropic effect due to inhibition of the sodium

calcium exchange mechanism (see below). This reduction of the 

calcium gradient would decrease the magnitude of the slow inward 

current. Weiss .§1 ~ (1974) .Provide evidence that this occurs 

when extracellular sodium is reduced. Reduction of the extra-

cellular sodium concentration to 50% of normal results in a reduc-

tion in the amplitude of the slow response action potential and a 

positive· inotropic effect. If the preparation is stimulated 

following a 25 min quiescent period, the amplitude of the action 

potential and force of contraction are normal. If the reduction 

of slow response amplitude and increase of contractility are 

allowed to develop in 50% normal sodium and then stimulation is 
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stopped for 10 min, the subsequent slow response action potential 

and contraction will be of normal amplitude. These results strongly 

suggest that the reduction in slow response magnitude is due to a 

decreased calcium gradient rather than to a decreased sodium 

gradient ... ··. 
(.,:, 

The initial current flowing into a potassium-depolarized cell 

may be related to the maximal upstroke velocity of the slow re

sponse in much the same way as INa is related to +dV/dtmax of a 

non-depolarized preparation 

(25) 

The maximal rate of rise of the slow respon$e action potential 

thus provides a valuable index of slow inward current. 

Another useful index of~slow inward current, the overshoot of 

the slow response action potential, is based on the assumption 



that during the· upstroke of the slow response action potential the 

cell membrane is selectively permeable to calcium ions. If this 

assumption is true the membrane behaves as a calcium electrode 

during depolarization and the magnitude of the overshoot should 

vary according to the equation, 

(E ) ( ) RT [Ca] normal 
ov test- Eov norma 1 = 2F 1 n [Ca] test 

(26) 

This equation predicts approximately a 30 mV change in overshoot 
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for a ten-fold change in extracellular calcium concentration. One 

important assumption in applying. this relationship is that the 

intracellular calcium concentration does not change as the result 

of changes in extracellular calcium concentration. It has been 

shown by several authors (Inui and Imamura, 1976; Kohlhardt et ~' 

1978; Nosek, unpublished observations) that this relationship 

successfully describes the slow response action potential overshoot. 

In addition, if the relationship is to be considered meaningful, 

the overshoot of the calcium-mediated action potential must approxi

mate the calcium equilibrium potential as predicted by the Nernst 

equation. It is generally accepted that for the myofibrils to 

relax, intracellular calcium ion concentration must be reduced to 

about 10-7M (Solaro et ~' 1974). Thus the calcium gradient would 

be on the order of 10-4, yielding an equilibrium potential in 

, excess of 100 mV. No overshoot in this range has ever been 

reported. However, it has been noted that a subsarcolemmal space 

may exist in which·ion concentratiohs may be·different from the 

bulk intracellular phase (Bassingthwaighte and Reuter, 1972). 

These authors estimated the calcium ion concentration in this 



compartment to be between 10-5 and 10-4M, which puts the predicted 

overshodt of the calcium-mediated action potential in the observed 

range of 30 to 60 mV. 

Although·the issue of calcium-sodium competition for the slow 

channel is not resolved, it is the opinion of this author that 1) 

the-above-cited---studies--support __ the. conten:tj_QQ ___ that calcium is the 
-----------·----------- - .. ___ -- -~------.......____ ---

primary carrier of slow inward current, and 2) the magnitude and , 

upstroke velocity of the slow response action potential provide a 

good estimate of slow inward current regardless of its ionic 

components (see a 1 so Kass et .hl_, .1979). 

In the current study, ouabain (1 X 10-6M) depressed both the 
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overshoot and duration of slow response action potentials induced 

with l X l0- 7M isoproterenol. These responses were not accompanied 

by a significant effect on myocardial contractility. Tritthart et 

al (1974) and Scholz (1975) reported that K-strophanthin and 

digitoxigenin, respectively, increased ventric~lar.contractile 

force while reducing the size of the slow response action potential; 

these authors did not use catecholamine to induce the slow response. 

Besch and Watanabe (1978) reported that digitoxin (6 X 10-7M) 

produced large increases in contractile force when the slow response 

was induced by 1 X 10-9M isoproterenol but they also reported that 

when 1 X 10-8M isoproterenol was used the positive inotropic 

response was followed by a rapid loss of contractile force and 

contracture. No. electrical activity was recorded in these 

Langendorff perfused preparations. Schneider and Sperelakis 

(1975) and Josephson and Sperelakis (1977) reported that slow 

responses induced by 1 X 10-7M isoproterenol followed by treatment 
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with 1 X 10-6M ouabain completely abolished the slow response 

action potential with loss of contractility and eventually contrac

ture. 

As indicated from these,experiments as well as voltage clamp 

experiments (McDonald et ~' 1975) it is apparent that cardiac 

glycosides produce their inotropic effect through some means other 

than an enhancement of slow inward current. On the other hand, 

the catecholamines are well !kriown for their ability to increase 

this calcium current (Schneider and Sperelakis, 1974, 1975; Reuter, 

1974). Thus two separate mechanisms exist through which intra

cellular calcium ion concentration may be increased. The reduct1on 

in size of the slow response action potential by ouabain has been 

interpreted as being due to a reduction in the electrochemical 

gradient for calcium influx during ouabain's inotropic action 

(Tritthart _tl·~, 1974). Under conditions in which zero or· low 

concentrations of isoproterenol were used ouabain still produced a 

positive inotropic effect. However, as the concentration of 

isoproterenol and/or ouabain was increased, contractility was 

depressed and contracture followed. Such "toxic effects were not 

seen when either agent was applied alone. A possible explanation 

for this effect is that these two potent inotropic agents, acting 

through separate mechanisms, are capable of increasing intra

cellular calcium levels beyond a manageable con~entration. Such a 

phenomenon, frequently referred to as "calcium overload", has been 

recently reviewed by Dhalla et Q (1978). 

The conclusion reached from these various electrophysiological 

studies is that while ouabain inhibits active transport, there is 
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no evidence that the enhanced contractility is the result of 

increased electrogenic calcium influx. This does not, however, 

preclude the possibility of an increased electroneutral calcium 

influx. It has· been shown th~t there exists a mechanism in various 

excitable cells which exchanges sodium and calcium across the cell 

membrane (Reuter and Seitz, 1968; Baker et E]_, 1969·). This ex

change mechanism is believed to be a primary means by which intra

cellular calcium concentration is maintained relatively constant 

over a period of time, an obvious necessity in consideration of 

net calcium influx with each action potential. Reportedly the 

reaction extrudes calcium by utilizing the potential energy of the 

sodium gradient. The amount of free energy available from the 

diffusion of one mole of an ion down its concentration gradient 

may be calculated from the equation, 

(27) 

where ~GY is the loss of free energy by the diffusion of ion 

y, Z the ionic charge of the ion, F the Faraday constant, Vm the 

membrane potential and EY the equilibrium potential of the ion. 

·This equation illustrates that the critical determinant of the 

available energy is the equilibrium potential for 1the ion (assuming 
/ 

no changes in Vm). Therefore, an exact knowledge of intracellular 

ionic activities of sodium and calcium must be available to pre-

cisely calculate ~G for either ion. The reaction is thought to 

be electroneutral with 2 sodium ions being exchanged for 1 calcium 

ion. However, the direction of this ion exchange will be determined 

by the relative values of ~G calculated from equation 27. If more 

free ~nergy is liberated by the influx of 2 sodium ions than the 
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influx of 1 calcium ion, then the result will be a decrease of 

·intracellular calcium, and vice versa. Calculations of the free 

energy available from sodium and calcium gradients require two 

important assumptions: l) that accurate values for intracellular 

ion activities are used (Lee and Fozzard, 1975; Deitner and Ellis, 

1978b), 2) th~t the values of free intracellular ion concentrations 

are the same as those adjacent to the cell membrane (see 

Bassingthwaighte and Reuter (1972) for evidence that the equili

brium potential for calcium is determined by an intracellular 

volume that composes only 1% of total cell volume, i.e., there is 

a subsarcolemmal compartment separated from the bulk of the 

·sarcoplasm). Nevertheless, small alterations in the sodium or 

calcium gradients can result in a reversal of the exchange process 

and an increase in the intracellular calcium concentration. This 

provides a mechanism of action of the cardiac glycosides. 

5) Cyclic nucleotide levels 

·The inotropic response to ouabain may be related to alte·red 

cyclic nucleotide metabolism (Knight et ~' 1979). The potential 

role of cyclic nucleotides in the regulation of myocardial contrac- · 

tility has been thoroughly reviewed (Tsien, 1977; Drummond and 

Severson, 1979). The cyclic nucleotides have been shown to play a 

role in sympathomimetic and parasympathomimetic inotropism. The 

extent and precise nature of this role remains controversial. The 

evidence suggesting that cAMP mediates the inotropic response of 

the heart to a-adrenergic stimulation via an increase in slow 

inward current is abundant though circumstantial (Tsien et ll' 

1972; Tsien, 1973; Reuter, 1974; Sperelakis and Schneider, 1976). 

The suggestion that cGMP may mediate the negative inotropic effect 



·of acetylcholine and other muscarinic agonists is not as well 

supported (Drummond and Severson, 1979). The purpose of the 

present study was not to ~ssess the role of cyclic nucleotides in 

myocardial function but rather to determine if the inotropic 

responses of ouabain, rubidium, and lithium could be correlated 

with changes in the cellular levels of these potential regulators 

of contractility. 

The action of a ~agonist to increase myocardial cAMP levels 

·and contractility without altering cGMP levels is well known 
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(George et ~' 1975; Watanabe and Besch, 1975). The result pre

sented here showing similar effects of isoproterenol is confirmatory. 

Previous reports indicate that ouabain has no effect on cAMP 

level~ in mammalian heart (Watanab~ and Besch, 1974; Donges, 

1977). One report using frog atrium actually ~hawed a decrease in 

cAMP levels during exposure to ouabain (Aomine and Abe, 1978). 

However, Knight~~ (1979) appear to be the first to report the 

effects of a cardiac glycoside on c.GMP levels. It has been ·postu

lated that the absolute cellular levels of cAMP and cGMP are not. 

as important as the relative levels of cAMP and cGMP or the cAMP/cGMP 

ratio (Goldberg et ·~, 1975; George et ~' 1975). According to 

this theory any compound which increases the cAMP/cGMP ratio would 

produce a positive inotropic effect while compounds which decrease 

the ratio would have a negative inotropic effect. That acetylcho

line decreases myocardial contractility while elevating cGMP 

(George et {L, 1970; 1973) and -agonists increase cAMP levels 

and myocardial contractility (Robison et ~' 1965) support this 

hypothesis. Furthermore, acetylcholine is capable of antagonizing 



the inotropic response to catecholamines, p~esumably through 

elevation of cGMP (Watanabe and Besch, 1975). It has also been 

shown that acetylcholine and 8-bromo-cGMP reduce the upstroke 

velocity and over.shoot of the slow response action ·potential 

(Kohlhardt and Haap, 1978) suggesting that both cAMP and cGMP 
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control the conductance of the slow channel. The inotropic response 

and increased cAMP/cGMP ratio produced by ouabain in the present 

study supports this hypothesis. 

Another implication of the present study is that either digi

talis interacts with a receptor other than the Na+, K+-ATPase or 

that the Na+, K+-ATPase itself may exert some influence on cyclic 

nucleotide metabolism. Acceptance of either mechani.sm requires 

that the reduction of cGMP levels by ouabain is not sec9ndary to 

the positive inotropic effect of this compound. 

[Ca 2+Ji' the major determinant of myocardial contractility, is 

modulated by the cyclic nucleotides. On the other hand, calcium 

is involved in the regulation of cyclic nucleotide metabolism. 

There are at least three separate cyclic nucleotide phosphodie

sterases in mammalian tissue (Appleman and Terasaki, 1975). One 

of these, specified by its simultaneous requirements for Ca ion 

and a specific protein modulator, is called Ca-activated phosphodie

sterase· ( Kaki u.chi et Q, 1973; Teo and Wang, 1973). The enzyme 

has the capacity to hydrolyze·both cAMP and cGMP but the affinity 

for cGMP is greater (Kakiuchi et ~, 1973; Appleman and TerQsaki, 

1975). The Ca-activated phosphodiesterase represents the predomi

nant anabel ic enzyme for cGMP i'n heart tissue _(Kakiuchi et ~' 

1973; 1975). Thus an increase in [Ca 2+]. may stimulate cGMP 
1 
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degredation. This supports the Yin-Yang hypothesis of Goldberg 

e t a 1 ( 19 7 5 ) and res u 1 t s i n a change · i n the cAMP I c GM P rat i o . Thus 

ouabain, while not increasing cAMP and slow inward current, do~s 

increase [ca 2+Ji and ~ay thereby depress cGMP levels and increase 

the cAr~P/cGMP ratio. The effect of ouabain upon [Ca 2+]i must.

preceed such an action. 

One problem with the theory that reduction of cGMP levels 

relieves an antagonistic eff~ct on the action of basal levels of 

cAMP is that, under these conditions, one would expect an agent 

which reduces .cGMP but does not alter cAMP to exhibit a response 

as if cAMP levels had been elevated. The evidence supporting a 

cAMP-mediated increase in slow inward current is substantial 
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(Tsien, 1977). However, it is apparent that ouabain, while.depres

sing cGMP levels, does not increase slow inward current (Tritthart 

~ll' 1974;· Scholz, 1975; Josephson and Sperelakis, 1977; this 

study). It is the-refore necessary to postulate that the reduction 

in cGMP levels results in activatioh of som~ other cAMP-dependent 

system regulating myocardial contractility, such as the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (Katz et ll' 1975). 

Finally, if the depression of cG~1P 1 eve J by ouabain is the 

cause and not the result of the positive i notropi sni,. one would 

expect application of a substance· which increases cGMP levels to 

attenuate the inotropic response to ouabain. Watanabe and·Besch 

(1975) found that while acetylcholine attenuated the inotropic 

response to isoproterenol there was no effect of-acetylcholine on 

the inotropic response to ouabain. Acetylcholine was shown to 
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elevate cGMP levels ·when infused alone or with isoproterenol b·ut 

no measurement was made of cyclic nucleotide levels-during ouabain 

or ouabain plus acetylcholine infusion. Although it was assumed 

that acetylcholine had the same effect on cGMP levels when infused 

with ouabain as when infused alone there was no experimental 

_ e.vidence~-to--support -thi-s-.~--- Howev~_r_,:~~i~-=~~-~-=j~J:>":_~roe~:~~nse to 

ouabain is related to decreased myocardial levels of cGMP, then an 

agent which increases cGMP in· the presence of ouabain should 

attenuate the inotropic response. 

The finding that· cAMP levels were the same in control super-
J 

fused ventricular muscle strips and Langendorff perfused ventricles 

indicates that either prepar.ation is adequate for the determination 

of cAMP levels. In ~ontrast, cGMP levels of the superfused muscle 

strip were found to be only l/5 of that in the Langendorff prepara

tion. The mean value for the Langendorff preparation v1as com

parable_ to other reports in the literature (Watanabe and ~esch, 

1975). One possible explanation for this difference is that cGMP 

metabolism is unfavorably affected in the superfu~ed muscle strip, 

although this is difficult to reconcile with the ob~ervation that 

cAMP metabo 1 i-sm shows no net .change. Ana the~ exp 1 ana ti·on cou 1 d be 

in the assay of cGMP levels. Much larger variations in cGM'P 

levels occur.experimentally than are found with cAMP. This may be 
'v 

related to the fact that cG~lP levels are anout 100 times less than 

those of cAMP in guinea pig heart. Hence, both reproducibility 

and accuracy are compromised in its measurement. Also, th~ 

Langendorff perfused heart provides a much larger tissue mass than 

a small muscle strip. Therefore, it is expected that the-measure

ment of cGMP levels in a Langendorff preparation is more accurate. 
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Similar problems in determining cGMP levels have been previously 

reported (Vogel et al, 1977). --
B. RbCl 

1) Ventricular contractile response 

Rubidium had been shown to produce a dose-dependent inhibition 

of the Na+, K+-ATPase isolated from guinea pig ventricle and 

enhance the contractility of isolated guinea pig atria (Ku et ~' 

1974b; 1975; 1976). Although two different preparati-ons were used 

these two observations were taken as evidence that inhibition of 

the sodium pump produces a positive inotropy in the mammalian 

myocardium. 

The current results demonstrate that inhibition of active 

transport _is not always associated with increased contractile 

force. Over a wide range of .concentrations (0.1 to 8. 0 

mM), rubidium consistently reduced ventricular contractile force 

during five minute cummulative exposures, a time chosen because 

the above mentioned authors reported that rubidium produces a 

maximal response in only 2-3 min in guinea pig atria. At no time 

after exposure and at no concentration tested did rubidium increase 

ventricular contractility. There was no indication that a ... ther

apeutic concentration" of rubidium had been exceeded, in that 0.01 

mM RbCl neither increased nor decreased contractile force. Higher 

concentrations of rubidium only produced dose-dependent decreases 

in contractile force. 

The possibility that rubidium takes a longer period of time 

for.a positive inotropic effect to develop in the ventricle was 

also considered. Ouabain, for example, is known to take a relative-

ly long period of time before maximal positive inotropy is achieved, 



although the rate of development of the inotropic response depends 

on oth~r factors such· as contractile frequency and temperature 

(Lee and Klaus, 1 971.). · Therefore, a concentration of 0. l mM RbCl 

was applied for a peri'od of two hours. At no time did -contractile 

force increase. However, the depression. of contractile force by 

rubidium was found to be a transient phenomenon. Contractility 

was rapidly depressed, reaching a maximum depression in 15 min, 

after which contractility was restored toward control levels. 

After 60 minutes there was no significant dffference between 

contractile force of rubidium-treated preparations and unpaired 

controls. 

Lin and Vassalle (1980) have recently repor~ed a ~epressant 

effect of rubidium·upon contractility of dog Purkinje fibers and 

ventricle. These authors used a control potassium c"oncentration 

of 2. 7 mM to which they added 2. 7 mM rubidium. They report an 

average decrease of contractile force of 24 *'3% i~ Purkirije 
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fibers and 14 ± 3% in -ventricular muscle strips (2-5 min exposur~). 

Furthermore, they report that this concentration of rubidium is 

capable of attenuating the mechanical and electrical toxicity that 

accompanies the application of-a high dose of strophanthidin to 

these fibers by decreasing [Ca 2+] i. Th·ese results are contrary to· · 

those· of Ku et ~ (1974, 1975, 1976). Lin and VassQlle attempt to 

explain the discrepancy as follows. The Na+, K+-ATPase is maxi~ally 

activated by a potassium concentrati.on of 5.4 mM (Ku et ~' 

1975). Rubidium, when/applied to the maxima-lly activated enzyme 

(5.4 mM KCl), inhibits the enzyme by forming a relatively stable 

complex with the dephosphorylated enzyme and hindering its rephos

phoryl a ti on ( Tobfn et Q, 197 4). Lin and Vassa.ll e thus postulate 



that their extracellular potassium concentration of 2.7 mM is not 

sufficient to fully activate the sodium pump and so the addition 

of 2.7 mM rubidium merely stimulates it further. 

The results described demonstrate that ouabain and rubidium 

have decidedly different actions on the contractility of guinea 
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pig ventricle. However, rubidium and ouabain share some significant 

differences in their effects upon the myocardium. First, they 

bind to different sites on the Na+, K+-ATPase (Post et ~' 1972; 

Tobin et ~' 1974). Second, the time (or number of contractions) 

needed to elicit an inotropic response are different (Ku ~~' 

1975). Third, species differences which exist in myocardial 

sensitivity to cardiac glycosides are not found with rubidium (Ku 

et ~' 1976). 

The reaction sequence leading to the extrusion of sodium and 
\ 

uptake of potassium by the sodium pump occurs as depicted in 

Figure 25. The cardiac glycosides bind to the E2-P form of the 

enzyme, a process enhanced by ATP, Mg 2+, and Na+ but inhibited by 

K+. Once a cardiac glycoside binds to the Na+, K+-ATPase it loses 

its abil.ity to undergo the conformational changes which transfer 

ions across the membrane. Rubidium also binds to the E2-P form of

the enzyme bat does not abolish the ability of the enzyme to 

hydrolyze ATP. Whereas a cardiac glycoside binds allosterically 

to the enzyme (Akera ~ .tl_, 1974), rubidium and potassium compete 

for the same site. The rate of release of the rubidium or potas

sium ion from this site on· the E2-P conformation of the enzyme is 

the rate limiting step in the reaction sequence (Post et ~' 

1972). Because· rubidium forms a more stable complex with this 



Figure 25. Na+, K+-ATPase reaction sequence 

E1 and·E2 represent different enzyme conformations and E1-P 
and E2-P represent phosphorylated forms of the enzyme. After 
Fig. z of Akera and Brody (1978). 
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form of the enzyme than does potassium, the turnover of the re

action sequence is slower in the presence of rubidium and potassium 

than potassium alone and thus enzymatic activity is inhibited 

(Post et ~' 1972; Tobin et al, 1974). 

It has also been ~oted that while there is a considerable 

time- and frequency-dependent component to the inotropic response 

of the myocardium to ouabain (see Lee and Klaus~ 1971), the ino

tropic r·esponse to rubidi-um in atria occurs very rapidly (Ku et 

&, 1975; Fi·g. 10, this study)~ This has been explained as being 

due to the slow binding of cardiac glycosides to the Na+, K+

ATPase in the presence of potassium (Allen an~ Schwartz, 1970; 

Akera and Brody, 1971; Prindle et ~' 1971). Since Na+ stimulates 

this binding (Schwartz et &, 1968), Ku et ~ (1975) explained the 

slow binding in terms of an intracell~lar requirement for Na+, 

which in turn is both time- and beat-dependent. Ku et !l (1975) 

then state, 11Such requirements obviously do not exist for Rb+, 

which may substitute for K+, and binds to the enzyme from the 

outside of the cell membrane. Thus it is reasonable to expect 

that the 'interac.tion of Rb+ with Na+, K+-ATPase occurs very 

rapidly 11 
•. However, this appears to be an inadequate explanation. 

If the proposed reaction mechanism (Fig. 25) is correct, then 

ouabain and rubidium bind to the same _form of the enzyme, one 

which is bound to sodium and faces extracellularly. Once sodium 

has bound to the enzyme and the conformational change has occurred 

which translocates the sodium from the intracellular compartment 

to the extracellular space it matters little what the intracellular 

sodium concentration is. In this case, the conformation to which 
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ouaba-in and rubidium may bind is the same conformation and conse

quently each substance has equal time of access to it. In the 

absence of any electrical activity the enzyme will still turn over 

slowly due to sodium leaking into the cell. A slower rate of 

turnover means less time during which the enzyme is in the confor-

·-·ma tion- to -wh i ch·-ouaba·i n. m·ay .bi n.d. •-:-:=-.:l:f'-~.Je.ctt:tC_g 1_ activity is 
' . - --·-·- ----.,.... ______ . - ----

occurring, there will be a larger sodium influx per unit time and 

so the enzyme will turnover more often to maintain intracellular 

sodium concentration nearly constant. Under these circumstances 

ouabain· will bind to the enzyme faster because t_he con formation 

needed for binding-will be presented more often to the extra

cellular space. The s,ame r~ason1ng must apply to the action of 

rubidium since it binds to the same enzyme conformation. Therefore, 

it is not felt that an adequate e~planation for··the different time 

responses has been offered. 

Finally, it has been shown (Ku e_t ~' 1976). that the concen

tration of ouabain needed to produce an inotropic effect in rat 

atria is 250 times that required to produce the same effect in 

guinea pig atria. But when rubidium is applied to these tissues 

the contractile response is of the same magnitude for a given 

concentration. Ku et ~ (1976) relate this difference to com

parable effects of ouabain and. rubidi~m in inhibiting the Na+, K+

ATPas~ activity of these preparations-. 

2) Electrogenic active transport 

This study shows that, in addition to inhibiting the activity 

of the isolated ventricular Na+, K+-ATPase (Ku et ~' 1975), 



rubidium also inhibits electrogenic active transport in .the intact 

ventricular cell. The concentration of RbCl chosen (0.1 mM) was 

found to have no di scernabl e effect on resting membrane potential 

and so the inhibition of repolarization during drive cannot be 

attributed to a change in membrane resistance secondary to a 
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·change in this parameter. This suggests that there was no apparent 

change in the PNa/PK ratio or [K]6 because such changes would have 

altered resting membrane potential. The possibility that rubidium 

merely reduced net outward current by providing a'bucking inward 

current was discounted because the addition 0.1 mM extra KCl to 

the bathing medium did not detectably alter the magnitude of any 

phase of the response to drive. It is most likely that rubidium 

produced its effect by inhibiting the rate of turnover of the 

sodium pump (Post et ~, 19.72; Tobin et .hl_, 1974). 

The present.study is not unique in disclaiming a relationship 

between the positive inotropic ef.fect of a substance and its 

inhi.bitory action on Na+, K+-ATPase activity.· Various studies 

have reported a similar dissociation (Rhee et ~' 1976; Okita, 

1977; Borchard et ~' 1979; Huang et ~' 1979). The potential 

problems of relating the activity of the isolated Na+, _K+-ATPase 

to sodium pump activity have been discussed (Akera · et ~' 1978; 

Akera and Brody, 1978) .. The work of Diacono (1979) is the only 

other study which sh_ows a dissociation of positive inotropism and 

sodium pump inhibition. The lack of any de~onstrable positive 

inotropic effect by a concentration of rubidium which reduces 

electrogenic active transport suggests that the two events do not 

have to be related. Thus, while high doses of cardiac glycosides 



may inhibit the sodium pump, the presence of a positive inotropic 

effect does not nec~ssarily result from the inhibition. It is 

quite possible that while the toxic (i.e., arrhythmogenic) effects 

of digitalis are related to altered cellular sodium and potassium 

balances, the therapeutic effects of digitalis may stem from some 

entirely different cellular response to digitalis such as altered 

cyclic nucleotide metabolism. 

3) Electrophysiological response 

When rubidium is initially applied to a myocardial preparation 

there is a very large (instantaneously infinite) electrochemical 

gradient for influx of this ion.· Because of a smaller charge-to

mass ratio rubidium has a smaller hydrated radius than potassium 
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and may enter the cell via potassium channels or through some non

specific leakage channel. Whatever its route, there is an initial 

net rubidium influx. Given the extracellular rubidium concentration, 

and assuming that the ion will distribute itself so that it will 

be in equilibrium with the transmembrane potential, the intracellu-
\.. 

lar co~centration of rubidium may be calculated from the Nernst 

equation, 

RT [Rb+]o 
V = -ln --
m ZF 

(28) 

·where Vm is the transmembrane potential in volts, R is the gas law 

constant (8.31 joules/mol-deg), Tis the absolute temperature, Z 

is the ionic valence, F is the Faraday constant (96,500 coulombs/mol) 
+] . + and [Rb 

0 
and [Rb ]i are the extracellular and intracellular 

rubidium concentrations, respectively .. This equation presumes 

equal activity coefficients for intracellular and extracellular 
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rubidium. The calculated intracellular rubidium concentrations at 

equilibrium for the different extracellular rubidium concentrations 

used in these experiments are given in Table 1, assuming a membrane 

potential of -80 mV and a temperature of 30°C. 

Table 1. Calculated equilibrium value of [Rb+]i 

given the value of [Rb+]
0 

[Rb+]
0 

[Rb+]i 

. 01 .2 

. 1 2.2 

.25 5.4 

. 5 10.8 

1. 0 21. 5 

2. 0_ 43.1 

4.0 86.1 

8.0 172.3 

It may be expected that intracellular rubidium concentrations are 

actually higher ·than these calculated values because of binding of 
+ . the Rb ion to intracellular anionic proteins and compartmental-

ization within intracellular organelles (Lee and Fozzard, 1975). 

In addition, there is active transport of rubidium into the cell 

because this ion may substitute for potassium in activating the 

Na~, K+-ATPase (Tobin et ~' 1974) and the presence of extracellular 

rubidium reduces 42 K+ influx into Purkinje fibers (Muller, 1965). 

Therefore, the intracellular rubidium concentrations presented in 

Table 1 should be considered as minimal values. 
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a) Resting potential 

The inward rubidium current must be accompanied by an equiva-

lent outward current (chloride influx and/or potassium efflux) 

because 0.1 mM RbCl does not change the resting membrane potential. 

In concentrations of 0.25 mM and greater, rubidium depolarized the 

preparation by as much as 10% in 8.0 mM RbCl. Under these conditions 

it may be that chloride influx and potassium efflux are not suffi

cient in quantity to compensate for the influx of rubidium, or 

that rubidium, by competing with potassium at the sodium pump, 

+ reduces [K ]1, lowers the potassium gradient, and consequently Vm 

decreases. At any rate, an influx of rubidium and chloride would 

increase intracellular osmolarity and result in an influx of 

water. This dilution of the cellular ionic concentrations could 

be expected to have severa 1 effects. The decrease of i ntracell ul ar 

calcium activity resulting from water influx could explain the 

transient decrease of contractility. The dilution of cellular 

calcium, sodium, potassium, and ·chloride ion concentrations must 

result in a readjustment of ionic gradients, with an influx of 

calcium, sodium, potassium, and chloride restoring these concentra-

tions to what they were initially. This ion flux must also be 

accompanied by some water movement into the cell which would 

dilute intracellular rubidium concentration and until the cells 

burst. Because this does not occur, it is postulated that when a 

steady state is finally reached the cells have a larger volume 

with rubidium replacing some of the intracellular ions normally 

present. It is the transition from one steady state to another 

which results in the transi~nt nature of the contractile response. 



b) Ac~ion potential magnitude and rate of rise 

The action potential mag·nitude and rate of rise are both 

dependent upon the level of the resting membrane potential. As 
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the membrane depolarizes there is a progressive (voltage dependent) 

decrease in the magnitude of the steady state inactivation variable 

of the sodium channel (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). This limits the 

maximal increase in sodium conductance which can be attained once 

threshold is reached. Equation (24) shows that as this variable 

(hmax) gets smaller, +dV/dtmax \~ill be reduced also. That the 

overshoot of the ~ction potential also depends upon resting membrane 

potential can be shown by use of the conductance equation (Kornacker, 

1 969) : 

V = E g E x + E i x - E i a y ( 2g) 
m E9y 

where. Vm is the membrane· potential, gy the conductance of any ion, 

E the equilibrium potential for that ion, iy the ionic current 

generated by any ion, and iay any ac,tive transport current. 

Assuming that no net active transport current is generated, .the 

term tia becomes zero. Also, at the peak of the action potential 
y 

or when the membrane is at rest the term Eiy is zero since the 

membrane potential is not changing at these times. Equation 29 

may then be reduced to: 

V = EQy Ex (30) 
m .Egy 

Expanding equation 30 to show the major ions present, 

gNaENa + gKEK + 9clECl + gcaECa v = . ( 31) 
m gNa + gK + gel + gca 

Considering, for example, ·a 10 mV depolarization of the cardia·c 

membrane from a resting potential of -80mV, we would expect the 



calcium (Reuter, 1973) and chloride (Carmeliet, 1961; Hutter and 

Noble, 1961) conductances to be unchanged. Modeling the sodium 

and potassium conductances after Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), we 

would expect a small increase in gK and a small decrease in gNa" 

Therefore, when an action potential is elicited the contribution 

of sodium to its magnitude will be dec~eased and that of potassium 

increased .. · Because the equilibrium potential .for potassium is 

large and negative while that of sodium is large and positive, the 
I 

over a 11 effect of these two conductanc·e changes wi 11 be to reduce 

the size of th~ overshoot. 

The decline of both action potential magnitude and +dV/dtmax 

follow the decline of resting membrane potential as a function of. 

[Rb+]0 (Fig. 15).- It is most likely that these two' changes are 

secondary to the loss of resting membrane potential. 

c) Action potential duration 
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RbCl produced a dose-dependent depression of action potential 

duration although this was only a transient response. The duration 

of the cardiac action potential plateau is determined by the sum 

of all currents flowing across the membrane. When all currents 

add up to zero net current the membrane potential does not change 

and the plateau is maintained. When outward currents exceed 

inward currents the membrane will repolarize •. Since rubidium 

produces a shortening of action potential duration, the presence 

of this cation must result in total outward current exceeding 

total inward ·current at an earlier point in time. If we GOnsider 

the contribution of sodium current to membrane potential to be 



over by the time of the action potential plateau, then potassium, 

chloride, and calcium currents are the determinants of plateau 

duration. 

1. Calcium currents 
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The shortening of action potential duration and decline in 

--contractility--i-s--consistent wi th_-::g~~-i_e9uct~,o~~ --~nward calc\ium 

current. However, a study of the influence of rubidium on the 

slow response action potential (see below) indicates that rubidium 

has no direct effect on the magnitude of this current. 

2. Potassium currents 

It was predicted that a significant cellular influx of rubidium 

would occur because of a large· electrochemical gradient for this 

ion. Thi:s influx of positive charge would be expected to prolong 

action potential duration but was found to have the opposite 

effect. One possible explanation for this anamoly is that rubidium 

acts upon the membrane conductance. to potassium, a primary deter-
-., 

minant of action potential duration in ventricular fibers (see 

McGuigan (1974) and Beeler and Reuter (1977) for evidence that 

this current is i Kl and ixl respectively). Rubidium apparently 

activates a channel passing potassium current and thereby shortens 

the action potential plateau. 

3. Chloride currents 

It has been previously mentioned that chloride conductance may 

be related to the activity of the sodi~m pump. Since rubidium is 

capable of inhibiting this activity it may increase chloride 

conductance as was postu·lated for ouabain. This increase of 

outward current would hasten repolarization of the active cell. 
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4) Re 1 a ti on to contracti 1 i ty 

It is possible that the transient loss and recovery of contrac

tility in rubidium-treated preparations is primarily the result of 

the ccncommitant 'shortening and recovery of the action potential 

duration. The duration of the cardiac action potential determines, 

in part, the period .of time during which the slow inward calcium 

current will flow because of the voltage dependency of the c6nduc

tance of the slow channel (Beeler and Reuter, 197Gb~ New and 

Trautwein, 1972a). The calcium which enters· the· cell during this 

time plays an important role in determining the strength of the 

accompanying contraction. Therefore, any intervention which 

shortens action potential duration without increasing slow channel 

conductance will reduce the amount of calcium which enters the 

cell via the slow·channel·and decrease contractile force (Morad 

and Trautwein, 1968; Kawaler, 1972; New and Trautwein, 1972b). 

The changes in contractility and action potential duration produced 

by· rubidium occur with an identical time course suggesting that 

the two events are related in a cause and effect manner (Fig. 17). 

Further evidence that the depression of contractility by 

rubidium is related to the shortening of action potential duration 

is given in Figure 26. The depressive effect of rubidium on 

contractility appears to plateau at a concentration of approxi

mately· 2 mM. Therefore, figure 26 is a linear plot (Pearson's 

product moment correlation coefficient of 0.977) of +dT/dtmax vs. 

AP-D1 for all concentrations of rubidium used up through 2 mM. 

The demonstratfon of a high correlation coefficient does not prove 

but only suggests a cause and effect relationship. The belief 



Figure 26. Relationship between +dT/dt ax and AP-01 after 5 min, 
cummulative exposures to Rb~t 

From right to left the points represent 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 
1.0, and 2.0 mM RbCl. Line fitted to experimental points by 
eye. Pearson's product moment correlation coefficient = 
0977. 
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that such a relationship does exist is just that- a belief (or 

bias~ The high correlation coefficient supports the contention 

that rubidium's depressant effect on contractility is secondary to 

a shortening of action potential duration. It also appears that 

at concentrations of rubidium greater than 2 mM this relationship 

11 0 

does not hold. Contractility does not appear to be further depres-

sed while the action potential duration is d~creased further as 
·, ' 

the rubidium concentration is increased from 2 to 4 and then 8 mM. 

The plateau of the contractile response to rubidium may be more 

apparent than real. DT shows a further depressJon at 8 mM not 

seen with tdT/dtmax~ Additionally, it is felt that higher concen

trations of rubidium would further depolarize the cell and thereby 

depress the contractile response. Also, if the depression of 

contractility is a result of (and thus follows) decreased action 

potential duration it may be that further depression of contrac

tility would have been observed had the rubidium been applied for 

periods longer than 5 min. That the time response of contractility 

to 0.1 mM rubidium shows its greatest depression at 15 min supports 

this possibility. 

4) Slow response action potential 

A concentration of RbCl which greatly depressed ventricular 

contractility (2 mM) had no effect on the slow response action 

potential or contraction at any time during a 30 min exposure. 

This indicates that the depressant effect of rubidium on guinea 

pig ventricle cannot be related to a direct.effect of rubidium on 

the slow inward calcium current. However, this ·does not preclude 
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a reduction in electrogenic calcium influx by means of a shortening 

of the action potential duration of a non-depolarized preparation .. 

5) Cyclic nucleotide levels 

It was found that cAMP levels are unaltered by 0.1 mM RbCl, 

suggesting that this cyclic nucleotide plays no obvious role in 

the contractile response. The observation that 0.1 mM RbCl depres

sed cGMP in the· muscle strip is significant. Such an increase in 

the cAMP/cGMP ratio in the face of a transient depression of 

contr.actility is not supportive of the hypothesis that this ratio 

1s of importance in determining myocardial contractility. In 

fact, ouabain produced the same qua li ta tive effect on the cAt~P jcGMP 

·ratio while increasing contractility. 

6) Atrial contractile response 

Any inotropic effect, be it positive or negative, must be 

considered in light of the particular experimental conditions in 

use. Ku et ~ (1974b) report, for example, the_ necessity of using 

field stimulation in order to detect the _positive inotropic re

sponse of rubidium in guinea pig atria, presumably because mono

valent cations are capable of slowing conduction velocity and 

thereby decreasing peak contractile force. Lin and Vassalle 

(1980) did not use field stimulation~ in their experiments and 

their results may be criticized on this basis. In contrast, field 

stimulation was employed in all the current_ experiments using 

rubidium. Nevertheless, only negative inotropic effects were 

recorded in the ventricle. It is quite possible that unknown 

parameters of the experimental setup differed from this lab to 



that of Ku et al. For this reason it was necessary to confirm 

their results on the atria using the same experimental setup which 

produced a negative inotropic responses in the ventricle. 

The choice of 5 mM rubidium to test the inotropic response of 

the atria was made because this concentration was that reported to 

produce a maximal effect (Ku et ll' 1974b; 1975; 1976). This 

concentration of rubidium was found to significantly increased 

contractile force after 5 min with continued increases up through 

30 min. This confirms the observations of Ku et al that rubidium --
increases contractile force in guinea pig atria and also demon-

strates that the depression of ventricular contractility is not an 

artifact of the experimental conditions. 

Thi·s leaves the -question of why rubidium increases atrial 

contractility but depresses ventricular contra.ctil ity. It was 

previously suggested that the decrease of ventricular contrac

tility may be related to a transient influx of water which dilutes 

-the intracellular calcium activity and there is no reason to 

suppose that similar occurrences do not take place in the atria. 

The decrease of ventricular contractility is also temporally, 

related to a shortening of action potential duration. If these 

two events exist in a cause and effect relationship then it must 

be that rubidium does not shorten the action potential duration of 

the atria, or that the contractile response of the atria is not 

very sensitive to action- potential duration. Probably the most 

notable feature of the atrial action potential is the lack of a 

prominent plateau (e.g., Burg~n and Terroux, 1953). It is in the 
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plateau range of voltages in which the slow channel conductance is 

significant (Beeler and Reuter, 197Gb), at least in the ventricle. 

The obvious way to check this hypothesis is to apply rubidium to 

the atrium and monitor the electrical response. 

C. L i Cl 
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In contrast to ouabain, LiCl is reported to stimulate vent~i

cular Na+, K+-ATPase activity while enhancing atrial contractile 

force (Ku et ~' 1975). Therefore, LiCl was applied to the ventri

cle in order to contrast the effects of a Na+, K+-ATPase stimulator 

with those of a Na+, K+-ATPase inhibitor. 

1) Contractile response 

The contractile response of the ventricle to 10 m~~ LiCl was 

similar to that of atria; it produced a modest increase of contrac

tile force which took a relatively _long time to develop (Ku et Q, 

1975; Fig. 19, this study). Similar increases in ventricular 

contractility produced by lithium have been reported (Prindle et 

&, 1970; Nie.lson-Kudsk and Pedersen, 1.978). The finding that lmM 

LiCl does not alter contractility is also in agreement with these 

studies. 

The study of the electrophysiological effects of 10 mM LiCl, 

as well as the studies of this ion on the slow response action 

potential, electrogenic active transport, _and cyclic nucleotide 

levels (see below), provide little basis for ascribing a mechanism 

of action for the_ positive inotropic effect. One possibility not 

directly addressed in this study is that lithium may inhibit the 

sodium-calcium exchange mechanism previously described (Reuter and 

Seitz, 1968; Baker et al, -1969). In the original demonstration of 
I --



this exchange process in cardiac muscle (Reuter and Seitz, 1968) 

it was shown that when LiCl replaced extracellular NaCl in the 

bathing medium calcium efflux decreased by 35%. This suggests 

that LiCl has a low affinity .for the carrier. It is also poss·ible 

that lithium binds to the carrier but is unab_le to satisfy the 

---- particular·· confo-rmational- needs_-_:of-:=the-prqtein_\ffiic_~-- would result 

in the actual translocation processe Since lithium accumulates 
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. intracellularly when applied to the myocardium (Carmeliet, 1964), 

it has the capacity to compete with calcium and sodium.both intra

cellularly and extracellularly for the exchange mechanism. Lithium 

does not have to be transported in order to compete, nor does it 

need a high affinity for the carrier if its intracellular concen

tration greatly exceeds that of sodium or calcium. The study of 

Carmeliet (1964) suggests that this .situation does exist. By 

inhibiting the extrusion of calcium by the exchange reaction 

lithium could produce a gradual tncrease in ·intracellular calcium 

concentration and thus enhance contractility. 

Akera and Brody (1978) and Tobin et ~ (1975) have shown a 

stimulatory action of lithium on the isolated Na+, K+-ATPase. 

These results are inconsistent with the proposed mechanism by 

which inhibition of this enzyme produces a positive inotropy 

(Langer, 1972). To explain these results, Akera and Brody (1978) 

cite the study of Carmeliet (1964) which shows intracellular 

accumulation of lithium in the myocardium and suggests that the 

enzyme is actually inhibited in the intact cell due to this accumu

lation. As evidence that this actually occurred, they applied 29, 



58, and 87 mM LiCl to ventricular slices of guinea pig heart and 

measured the uptake of 86Rb by active transport. These studies 

show an inhibition of 86Rb active transport by the lithium. Two 

criticisms of this study exist. First, the concentrations of 

lithium applied are far in excess of the 10 mM concentration used 

to elicite the positive inotropic response. Second, the study of 

Carmeliet {1964) clearly show~ that after one hour of bathing in 
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15 mM lithium and 135 mM sodium, intracellular lithium concentration 

had increased to an average of only 17.4 mM. It thus seems that 

inhibition of active transport by a 29 mM {or greater) concentration 

of lithium bears little relationship to the inotropic effect of 10 

mM lithium. 

2) Electrogenic active transport 

Because of the demon"Stration that lith.ium can increase Na+, 

K+-ATPase activity (Ku et ~' 1975), the effects· of an inotropically 

activ·e dose of L i Cl { 10 mM) were studied on electrogenic active 

transport. This concentration of 1 ithium was found to have no ' 

detectable effect on any phase of the response to drive. Further-

more, no evidence of an effect of lithium on electrogenic pumping 

was found even after a 2 hr exposure to 10 mM LiCl. ·This result 

suggests that the inotropic response of the ventricular myocardium 

to lithium is unrelated to any effect of the ion on sodium pump 

activity. 

3) Electrophysiological response 

a) Resting potential, action potential ·magnitude .and rate .of 

rise 

LiCl (10 mM) had no effect on resting potential or action 

potential magnitude but produced a slowly developing reduction of 
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+dV/dtm~x· Experimenters who used lithium to replace sodium 

report a decline in resting or maximum diastolic membrane potential 

which is. explained in terms of a marked reduction in [K+]; 

(Canneliet, 1964; Vassalle, .]970). The presence of a normal NaCl 

concentration and a much lower LiCl concentration in the current 

experiments can explain why no changes were seen in resting poten

tial even after a two hour superfusion period. 

Lithium is capable of substituting for sodium in the generation 

of the ·action potential spike but is pumped back out of the cell 

at only one-tenth the rate ofcsodium, resulting in significant 

intracellular accumulation (Carmeliet, 1964). It is possible that 

this accumulation alters the parameters governing the conductance 

of the fast sodium channel, thereby reducing +dV/dt with time. max 
Equation (24) may be ·extended to include the presence of an addi-

tional ion (lithium) which enters the cell through the same pathway 

as does sodium: 

gNam~axhmax(Vm -ENa)+ glim~axhmax(Vm -EL;)= 
max max 

-em aV I dtmax (32) 

where all terms have the previously described meaning. From this 

equation it is seen that the addition of lithium to the bathing 

medium should increase dV/dtmax· Detection of this increase, 

however, is a practical matter. Would a 10 mM increase in extra

cellular sodium be detectable as an increased +dV/dtmax? The 

results of Wiedmann (195.5) suggest that such a small increa·se 

would not be detectable. 

As lithium accumulates intracellularly (Carmeliet, 1964) it 

approaches an equilibrium distribution somewhere between the 

resting membrane potential and the peak positive voltage· of the 



action potential. Since this accumulation is significant a situa

tion now exists where lithium will be moving down an electro

chemical gradient out of the cell while sodium is moving into the 

cell through the same channels. Since there are a finite number 

of fast channels (Chandler and Meves, 1965; Moore et !l, 1976) and 

the size of the sodium channel would not permit simultaneous 

influx of a hydrated sodium ion and efflux of a hydrated ,.ithium 
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ion (Hille, 1975) it is likely that inward current would be reduced. 

Even if such competition did not take place an outward current 

generated by lithium would reduce net inward current and thus 

reduce +dV/dtmax· 

b) Action potential duration 

·Action potential duration was transiently reduc~d by 10 mM 

LiCl. The decreases of action potential duration followed a 

similar time course and pattern to that produced by RbCl (0.1 mM), 

but were not as large. The observation that a cation with a large 

electrochemical gradient for influx caused a shortening of action 

potential. duration is only consistent with an increase in net 

· outward current as ·described for rubidium. That both 1 ithium and 

rubidium produced qualitatively the same effect on action potential 

duration suggests the effect is of a non-specific nature and is 

the result of passing from one steady state condition to another 

as the ion distributes itself across the membrane. 

4) Slow response action potential 

One means by which lithium could produce its inotropic effect 

is through an enhancement of slow inward calcium current. Although 

action potential duration first shortened and then showed no 



increase, an increase in slow inward current could be masked by an 

increased outward current. The slow response action potential 

provides a means of unmasking such an effect if it occurs. 
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In contrast to the ability of 1 ithium to effectively substitute 

for sodium in the fast channel (Carmel iet, 1964; Chesnais et .!1_, 

1975), the substition of lithium for sodium results in a marked 

reduction of slow inward current (Chesnais et .!1_, 1975). ·These 

authors concluded that lithium cannot replace sodium in generation 

of slow inward current. However, it must be remembered that 

replacement of sodium with lithium results in a large reduction of 

calcium efflux by the sodium-calcium exchange mechanism (R~uter 

and Seitz, 1968), thereby reducing the gradient for calcium influx. 

The present results indicate that lithium {10 mt4), when added to a 

sodium containing solution, has no.effect on the magnit~de of the 

slow inward current. But, in marked contrast'tO the positive 

inotropic effect of lithium on non-depolarized myocardium, lithium 

depressed the contractility of the slow response contraction by· 

about 20% at 15 min and 35% at 90 min. The first idea that comes 

to mind when contractility is decreased is that intracellular 

calcium ion concentration has been reduced. Because the charac

teristics of slow response action potentials did not change ·it 

would seem unlikely that the calcium gradient has been altered. 

Frazer et ~ (1972) demonstrated that 10 mM lithium attenuated the 

contractile response of guinea pig Langendorff preparations to the. 

inotropic effect of isoproterenol. If the effect of lithium is to 

directly reduce the increased density of slow channels produced by 
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isoproterenol (Sperel a·k; s and Schneider, 1976) and to reduce 

intra~ellular calcium concentration as evidenced by decreased 

contractile force, then it may be that the slow response action 

potential remains constant by virtue of an ·increased calcium 

gradient and a decreased calcium conductance. Frazer et ~ (1972) 

suggest that the effect of lithium in attenuating the inotropic 

response to isoproterenol is related to an inhibition of adenyl 

cyclase activity since the activation of phosphorylase a by isopro

terenol was also reduced. The finding ·that 10 mM LiCl does not 

reduce basal levels of cAMP _(see b~low) shows that_ lithium has no 

effect on basal adenyl cyclase activity but does not mean that 

lithium cannot inhibit activation of the enzyme. It would thus be 

interesting to see if lithium attenuates catecholamine-induced 

increases in cAMP levels. 

5) Cyclic nucleotide levels 

10 mM LiCl, a concentration which increased ventricular contrac

tility by 50%, had no effect on cyclic nucleotide levels of the 

guinea pig ventricle. This indicates that cyclic nucleotide 

metabolism does not play a role in the inotropic response to 

lithium. Furthermore, the specific finding that lithium did not 

alter cAMP levels is strong evidence that the inotropic effect is 

not the result of the release of endogenous catecholamine$. 

·D. Conclusion 

The results of these experiments demonstrate that inhibition of 

the sodium pump is not always associated with increased contractile 

force in the mammalian myocardium. Therefore, correlations between 
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Na+, K+-ATPase activity or sodium pump inhibition and myocardial 

contractility cannot be construed as cause and effect relationships. 

Although in toxic concentrations the cardiac glycosides will produce 

_a rise in intracellular calci~m concentration as~ result of altered 

cellular sodium balance, the implication of this study is that the 

therapeutic action of digitalis administration resides in some 

mechanism not r·elated to the action of the sodium pump in ion 

translocation. 



V. Summary 

1. Ouabain increased ve~tricular contractility and shortened 

action potential duration in a dose-dependent manner. 

2. Ouabain ('1 X 1o-6M) had no effect on the slow response contrac

tion but· reduced the magnitude and upstr.oke velocity of the 

slow response action potential. 

3. Ouabain had no eff~ct on cellular cAMP levels but greatly 

depressed cellular cGMP levels. 

4. Ouabain (1 X 10-6M) abolished electrogenic active transport 

in the guinea pig ventricle. 

5. RbCl (0.1 mM) depressed electrogenic active transport in the 

guinea pig ventricle. 

6. · RbCl depressed ventricular contractility in a dose-dependent 

manner. 

7. RbCl shortened action potential duration in low doses; in 

higher doses resting potential, action potential magnitude, 

and +dV/dtmax were also reduced. 

8. The depression of action potential duration and contractility 

by RbCl (0.1 mM) was a transient phenomenon with both para

meters returning to control values after 1 hr. 

9. RbCl (2 mM) had no effect on the slow response action 

potentia 1. · 

10. RbCl (0.1 mM} had no effect on cellular cA~1P levels but 

greatly depressed cellular cGMP levels. 

11. RbCl (5.0 mM) increased atrial contractility. 

12. LiCl (10.0 mM) had no effect on electrogenic active transport 

in guinea pig ventricle. 

13. LiCl (10.0 mM) increased ventricular contractility .. 
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14. Action potential duration was transiently reduced by 10.0 mM 

L i Cl . 

15. 

16. 

LiCl (10 mM), progressively reduced +dV/dt a without altering m x . 

resting potential or action potential magnitude. 

A concentration of 1.0 mM LiCl had no effect upon the elec

tromechanical properties of guinea pig ventricle. 

17. LiCl (10 mM) had no effect on the slow response action 

potential but progressively reduced the slow response 

contraction. 

18. LiCl (10 mM) had no effect on cellular cAMP and GMP levels. 
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VI. Appendix 

Table 2. Response to drive (mV) 

Stimulation Depolarization Stimulation Repolarization Post-Stimulation Hyperpolarization 
Control Test Ratio Control Test Ratio Control Test Ratio 

O.lmM RbCl 
n=7 6.4±.7 6.8±.7 1.06 5.1±.7 3.6±.7 ·. 70* 5.2±.2 3.8±.3 . 73* 
O.lmM KCl 

--- - --- -----~ ----------------- -------- -· -------

n=5 6.3±.9 6.1±.9 .98 4.6±.6 4.1 ±. 6 .93 5. 1 ±. 2 4.5±.4 . 89 
--~------

1 O.mM L i Cl 
n=8 5.6±.5 5.5±.3 1.03 4.0±.4 4.6±.4 1. 44 4.2±.2 4.3±.2 1. 04 

------ -------------

Ouabaig 
1 X 10 M 
n=3 5.8±.8 6. 1 ± 1 . 2 1 . 03 3.3±.7 .3±.3 .07* 4.6±.5 . 4±. 4 .09* 

*Denotes P . 05. Statistical analysis was made using paired experiments and Student•s .t-test. __. 
N 
w 



Table 3. Control time-dependent changes 

RP (mV) AP (mV) AP-029 (msec) AP-DI (msec) AP-Dg~ (msec) dV/dttyax(V/S) 
C T R C T R C . R C T R C R C R 
83 86 1.04 122 127 1.04 130 146 1.12 176 192 1.09 253 269 1.07 200 215 1.07 

30 min 
n=6 

± ± 
2 3 
II ··as· ~02 

± 
1 
II 

± ± 
1 6 
126 1. 03 ·II 

± 
7 
147 1.13 

± 
9 
u 

± 
12 
199 1.13 

60 min ± ± ± ± 
n=6 3 2 7 12 

± 
11 ' 
II 

11 86 1. 03 11 127 1. 0~-.• .--- T5~4~-1 :T9 ___ - • .--- _2_0_6 l.f7--11 

± 
10 
279 
± 
10 
285 

90 min ± . ± ± ± ± 
n=6 3 1 6 12 9 

± 
24 

1 . 11 It 

1.13 It 

86 89 1. o4 123-,-2-9~r:-o~--- 12-9- 1s1 -1.-r7 -,-rs -2oo --,-:-r5-~25s-2-8-91-:-lr-19Ll 
120 min ± ± 
n=4 1 3 

30 min 
n=6 

LP (msec) 
C T R 
39-j9-I.O-O 
± 
3 
n 

± 
3 zro ___ I.04 
± 

± ± 
1 l 

TP (ms.ec) 
c T R 
188 181 .97 
± ± 
5 3 
II II .97 

± ± ± ± 
9 9 14 19 

TR (tnsec) DT (mg) 
c T R c T 
206 211 1. 03 107 108 
± ± ± ± 
11 11 21 24 
II 211 1. 03 II 100 

± ± 60 min 
n=6 2 8 25 

R 
.99 

.90· 

± ± 
16 13 

+dT/dt ... ~v (g/s) 
C T""'"' R 
11 :-5 12 :-o 1 . 03 
± 
1 
II 

± 
2 
11.5 .98 
± 
2 

II 4.2 1. 09 . II 179 • 95 II 216 1. 05 II 93 . 83 II m:u-- :s9 
90 min 
n=6 

120 min 
n=6 

± ± ± ± 
2 4 13 25 

II 42 1 • 08 II 175 • 93 II 223 1 • 09 II 77 • 70 
± 
3 

± 
4 

± 
16 

± 
21 

± 
2 

n 9.0 . 78 
± 
2 

' 

± 
30 

± 
29 
203~~1. 02 
± 
24 
206-f.-03 
± 
25 
190 
± 
32 

.. 99 

__, 
N 
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Table 4. Ouabain dose response 

RP {mV} AP {mV} 
c T R c T R 

AP-02~ {msec} 
C R 

AP-01 (msec} 
C T R 

AP-09~ (msec} 
C R 

1Xl0-7M 
85 85 .99 125 125 . 1 . 01 144 154 .1. 07 196 203 1. 03 287 296- 1. 03 
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 

n=8 1 2· 1 1 8 8 8 10 7 7 
II 83 .98 n 121 .97 II 124• .85 II 177 .90 II 281 .98 

5X1 o- 7M ±- ± ± ± ± 
n=B 1 1 11 12 7 

II 85 1. 00 u 120 .96 II 94 .66 192 128 .67 II 251 .88 
1Xl0-:-6 ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=7 1 2 7 9 .. 7 6 

84 84 1. 00 II 118 .94 131 43 .34 186 66 .36 277 226 . 82 
2Xl0-6M ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=4 1 1 4 11 2 11 8 11 6 

LP (msec} TP (msec) TR (msec) DT {mg) +dT/dt (g/s} 
C T R C T R C T . R C T R C T'"ax R 

7 42 44 1.0~ 204 201 .99 239 234 1.00 158 146 .88 12.2 11.5 .92 
1X10 M ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=4-9 2 2 9 9 11 7 45 40 . 7- • 6 

_
7 

II 43 -,- • 04---~~ -- --198 • 9 7 II 226 -• 9 5 144 -,6-4~ r:l4- -~ 11 • 1 l2 • 7 1 • 21 
5X10 M ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=4-9 2 8 7 40 46 • 7 • 4 

II 39 .95 II 195 .96 II 225 .94 II 237 1.68 12.0 17.5 1.47 
1Xl0-6M ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=4-9 2 5 7 65 . 5 . 6 

_
6 

.. 43 1. 03 211 186 . 89 ~z-~3-.9~4---..-~~o-3-~Z:T6- --,o-:s·-zr. u-z. nJ 
2Xl0 M ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=5-6 2 12 7 15 14 80 1.6 3.0 

dV/dt~x_j_\£/S) 
C R 
202 
± 
29 
II 

II 

244 
± 
47 

176 
± 
25 
172 
± 
22 
157 
± 
30 
185 
± 
25 

.90 

.94 

.89 

. 81 

__, 
1'\) 
U1 



Table 5. RbC1 dose response - ventricle 

Electrical parameters 

RP (mV) AP (mV) AP-D2~ {msec} 
c T R c T R C R 
86 86 1. 00 127 128 1. 00 136 138 1. 01 

0.01mM ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=6 1 1 2 2 3" 3 

84 ,84 1. 00 126 125 .99 134 132 .99 
0.10mM ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=14 1 1 2 2 3 3 

86 84' .98 129 129 .98 138 134 .97 
0.25mM ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=9 1 1 1 1 4 4 

85 82 .97 126 124 .98 141 133 .94 
0. 50mM ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=l3 1 1 2 1 4 5 

II 81 .96 II 123 .98 140 128 .91 
1. OOmM ± ± ± ± 
n=11 1 2 4 6 

84 80 .95 II 121 .96 II 126 .90 
2. OOmM ± ± ± ± 
n=12 1 1 2 6 

83 75 .91 125 117 .94 146 123 .84 
4.00mM ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=7 1 1 3 3 6 8 

II 73 .87 131 117 . 89 141 111 • 79 
8. 00mf4 ± ± ± ± ± 
n=4 1 1 3 7 6 

AP-D1 (msec} 
C T R 

AP-D9~ (msec} 
C R 

190 189 1. 00 269 265 .. 99 
± ± ± ± 
6 5 3 2 
189 183 .97 264 256 .97 
± ± ± ± 
6 5 5 4 
204 196 .96 274 262 .96 
± ·± ± ± 
6 5 5 5 
197 187 .95 275 258 .94 
± ± ± ± 
6 5 4 4 
189 176 .93 273 251 .. 92 
± ± ± ± 
5 5 3 5 
194 177 .. 92 II 246 .90 
± ± ± 
4 5 6 
2oj 179 .89 281 240 .85 
± ± ± ± 
8 8 6 8 
212 166 . 79 283 221 .78 
± ± ± ± 
10 5 10 7 

dV/dt~x__Q{_/S) 
C R 
172 
·± 
21 
155 
± 
14 
186 
± 
19 
187 
± 
15 
191 
± 
16 
II 

200 
± 
22 
204 
± 
31 

176 
± 
20 
161 
± 
15 
183 
± 
19 
180 
± 
18 
181 
± 
18 
166 
± 
20 
150 
± 
25 
155 
± 
4 

1.-03 

1.04 

.97 

.95 

.94 

.85 

. 72 

. 81 

__, 
N 
m 

"'"' 



Table 6. RbCl dose response - ventricle 

Mechanical Parameters 

LP (msec) TP (msec) TR (msec) DT {mg) +dT/dt a (g/s) 
C T R C T R C T R C T R C flXR 
39 40 1.03 180 168 .94 . 231 227 .99 133 ·124 .95 11.8 11.4 .97 

O.OlmM ± ± 
n=6 2 2 

0.10mM 
n=l4 

0.25mM 
n=9 

40- ~TI.-03 
± ± 
1 1 
40 40 
± ± 
2 2 

.99 

39 42 1.06 
0. 50mM · ± 
n=13 1 

± 
2 

1. OOmM 
n=13 

2. 00mt4 
n=l3 

II 

II 

44 -r.T1 
± 
2 
42 1. 06 
± 
2 

± ± 
6 5 
172 159 .93 
± ± 
4 3 
179 161 .90 
± ± 
5 3 
188 --164 • 87 
± 
7-
II 

II 

± 
8 
165 . 88 
± 
8 
163 • 87 
± 
7 

± ± ± ± ± ± 
16 10 33 27 2.0 2.0 
220-- 217 .99 T20 - -1 0-5-- -.9-1 12--:-l-1T.1r-.s9 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
9 6 18 14 1.0 1.0 
24·1 235 .97 148 99 • 71 11.6 8.4 .74 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
14 8 24 14 1.5 1.2 
245 243 1.00 178 114 .64 11.7 8.0 .68· 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
10 11 21 .. 19 1.0 1.0 
II 241 .99 II 88 .52 II 6. 2 • 53 

± ± ± 
9 12 .7 

II 240 .99 II 81 .48 II 5. 7 • 49 
± ± ± 
10 10 .7 

40 46 1.16 195 158 .81 256 255 1.00 216 102 .47 11.6 5. 7 .50 
4. 00mt4 ± 
n=7 2 

8. OOmM 
n=6 

II 

± ± ± 
2 13 12 
52 1 • 32 . T98 --168- -.-84 
± 
7 

± ± 
15 22 

± ± 
11 13 
25 T- 2-59--- -1 ~01 
± ± 
13 12' 

± ±. 
18 11 
211 8l -:-40 
± ± 
20 7 

± ±. 
1. 3 . 8 
12-: 2 -5. 9--. 50 
± ± 
1. 3 . 6 

__, 
N 
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Table 7. RbCl - atrial response 

LP (msec} TP (msec} TR (msec} DT (mg} +dT /d\nax.J.g/s) 
c T R c T R c T R c T R c r R 
35 32 .92 101 94 .96 157 148 .98 170 198 1.13 43. 5 51 . 8 1 . 15* 

5 min ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=lO 2 2 3 2 4 4 28 41 8.0 l2a0 

II 31 .92 II 93 .92* II 146 .93* II 225 1.19 II 60.5 1.21* 
15 min ± ± ± ± ± 
n=9 1 2 6 44 12.4 

II 32 .93 II 94 .93* II 148 .95* II 235 1. 26* II 62.5 1.26* 
30 min ± ± ± ± ± 
n=9 2 2 4 44 13.0 

*Denotes P . 05. Statistical analysis was made using paired experiments and Student•s_t-test . 

_... 
N 
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Table 8. RbCl (O.lOmM)- Ventricular ti-me response 

Electrical parameters 

RP (mV) AP (mV) AP-D2~ (msec) AP-01 (msec) AP-09~ (msec) dV/dtrrx (V/S) 
C T R C T R C R· C T R C R C R 
84 84 1.00 126 125 .99 134 132 .99 189 183 :.97 264 256 .97 155 161 l.Oll 

5 min 
n=l4 

15 min~ 
n=6 

30 min 
n=5 

± 
1 
81 
± 
1 
80 
± 
1 
·II 

± ± 
1 2 
83 1. 00 123 
± ± 
2 3 
81 1. 00 120 
± ± 
2 2 
81 1.00 II 

± ± ± . 
2 3 3 
122 1. 00 128 127 
± ± ± 
3 5 5 
121 1. 01 130 133 
± ± ± 
4 5 10 
121 1. Ol II 139 

± ± ± ± ± ± 
6 5 5 4 - 14 ·. 15 

.99 177 167 .. 94* 252 239 .95. 131 124 .. 
± ± ±. ± ± ± 
8 9 6 9 21 17 

1. 02 173 176 1 ~ 01 249 253 1. 01 117 119 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
9 14 7 7 18 19 

1. 06 II 182 1 .05* II 263 1. 06 II 124 
60 min ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n =5 1 . 3 11 11 6 13 

.97 

1. 01 

1.12 

" 81 1 . 01 .. 119 1. no~r2-a-r3-r_ T:-ur-r~r8-o---,--:-cnr- 249 2 OJ 1 . o8 1 09 13 a 1 . 34 
90 min 
n=5 

120 min 
n=4-5 

II 

± 
1 
82 
± 
1 

± 
2 

1. 02 II 120 
± 
2 

± ± ± 
6 8 11 

1. 00 II 140 1.10 II 

± 
8 

± ± ± ± ± 
12 9 4 31 28 
186 1. 09 II 270 1. 09 109 131 1. 27 
± ± ± ± 
11 2 22 20 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical comparison was made with unpaired control preparations using Student's t-test. 

__, 
N 
1.0 



Table 9. RbC1 (0.10m~1) - Ventricular time response 

Mechanical parameters 

LP (msec) TP (msec) TR (msec) DT (mg) +dT/dt ax_ig/s} 
C T R C T R C T R C T R C fl R 
40 41 1.03 172 159 .93 220 217 .99 120 105 .91 12.1 11.0 .89 

5 min ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=14 1 1 4 3 9 6 18 14 1.0 1.0 

38 43 1.15 164 144 .88 204 221 1.08 82 52 .63* 12.9 8.2 .63* 
15 min ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=5-6 2 3 3 6 7 17 5 5 1 • 0 • 8 

-----37 43 1.19 165 156 .94 206 243 1.17 84 60 .71* II 9.4 .73* 
30 min ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n =5 2 2 4 5 8 24 6 7 • 8 

II 43 1.19 II 155 .• 94 II 215 1.04 82 65 .78 II 10.4.79 
60 min ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=5 3 5 9 5 8 1. 6 

II 41 1.11 II 1.55 .94 If 219 1.07 84 58 .68 13.3 10.4 .76 
90 min ± ± ± ± ·± ± ± 
n=5-6 1 6 4 6 10 . 9 1 . 6 

U 44 1.19 II 152 .92 II 229 1.12 11 53 .62 12.9 8.5 .64 
120 min ± ± ± ± ± ± 
n=5 2 4 7 10 1 • 0 1 • 7 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical comparison was made with unpaired control preparations using Student•s t-test. · 

__. 
w 
0 



Table 10. LiCl (10. OmM) - Time response 

5 min 
n=lO 

15 min 
n=8-9 

30 min 
n=8-9 

60 min 
n~9-10 

90 min 
n=9-10 

120 min 
n=8-10 

Electrical parameters 

RP (mV} AP {mV) AP~o29 (msec) AP-D1 (msec) AP-Dg~ (msec) dV/dtlflX (V/S) 
C T R C T, R C R C T R C R C R 
84 84 1.00 123 124 1.01 126 127 1.01 170 172 1.01 247 246' .99* 217 217 1.00 
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
1 1 1 1 5 5 3 3 2 4 23 24 
.~5 84 .99 123 123 l.ITO---Il5 129 .99* 168 173 1.01* 247 243 .98* 228 218 .96 
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
1 1 2 2 5. 4 3 2 3 3 27 27 
II 84 .99 II 123 1.00 II 129 1. 04* II 176 1. 04 II 251 1. 01* n 201--:-90 

± ± ± ± ± ± 
1 2 5 4 4 23 

84 84 .99 123 124 1. 01 126 138 1.10 170 185 1. 09 248 259 1. 05* 226 184 .83* 
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
1 1 1 1 5 4 3 4 3 4 24 19 
II 84 1. 00 II 124 ' 1. 01 II 141 1.13 II 190 1 . 12 II 266 1. 07 II 173 • 78 

± ± ± ± ± ± 
1 1 5 4 3 21 

II 85 1. 01 II 124 1. 01 II 145 1.15 II 190 1.13 II 268 1 • 11 228 170 • 76* 
± ±· ± ± ± ± ± 
1 1 4 4 3 27 23 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical compar_ison was made with ·unpaired control preparations using Student's t-test. 

~-

w 
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Table 11. LiCl (lO.OmM) -Time response 

5 min 
n=8-11 

15 min 
n=8-ll 

30 min 

Mechanical parameters 

LP (msec) TP (msec) · TR (msec) . DT (mg) +dT/dtmax {g/s) 
C T R C T R C T R C T R C r R 
42 .43 1.07 166 156 .94 217 205 .95 68 66 .99 9.8 10.0 .99 
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
2 2 8 7 11 10 10 11 1. 3 1. 5 
II 41 1.00 u 153 .92 II 210 .98 II 61 .93 II 9. 8.- 1. 03 

± ± ± ±· ± 
1 7 6 10 1 • 1 

.. -- 41 1. 00 u 155 .94 II 202 .94 h 75 T.T6_*_u rr~ 7--,-. 2 5* 
± ± ± ± ± 

n=8-ll 1 6 8 10 1. 2 

60 min 
n=B-·11 

90 min 
n=8-ll 

120 min 
n=B-11 

~~--- 40 .97 II 15lf---:9J--n-~2Q6 .96 II 81 1.24* II 

± ± ± ± 
2 7 7 12 

II 40 .98 II 155 .94 II 210 .98 II 80 -- -,-_-l-9*-.. 
± ± ± ± 
1 7 6 12 

n 42 1. 03 u 151 .91 II 210 .98 .. 79 1.17* II 

± ± ± ± 
2 6 6 13 

1Z:8T.J7* 
± 
1 .. 3 
12.6 1. 32* 
± 
1. 5 
12. tf-1. 30* 
± 
1.6 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical comparison was made with unpaired control preparations using Student's t-test. 

--1 

w 
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Table 12. Slow response 
Electrical parameters 

RP (mV) AP (mV) 
c T R c T 

Control 89 48 .55 125 81 
vs Slow ± ± ± ± 
Res~onse 4 2 n~6-7 2 3 
24mM KC1 49 48 .97 82 83 
vs 26mr~ ± ± ± ± 
KCl 2 2 n=7 4 3 
26mM KCl 48 48 1. 01 83 82 
vs 24mM ± ± ± ± 
I<Cl plus 2 2 n=7 3 3 
2mM RbCl 
Slow 46 47 1. 03 84 80 
Response ± ± ± ± 
plus 1 2 n=6 4 5 
Ouabgin 
{ 1 o- M, 30mi n) 
Slow II 46 1. 00 II 80 
Response ± ± 
plus 2 n=6 5 
Ouab~in · 
(10--M, 60min) 
Slow 45 45 1. 01 84 85 
Response ± ± ± ± 
plus 1 4 n=4 2 5 
LiCl 
( 1 Om~1 2 1 5m i n } 

II 44 .98 II 88 
± ± 

R 
AP-o29 {msec) 
C R 

.65 143 '127 .90 
± ± 
6 12 

1. 01 128 120 .·95 
± ± 
12 11 

1. 00 120 106 .88 
± ± 
11 12 

.95 89 86 .96 
± ± 
11 10 

.95 II 80 .88* 
± 
11 

·1. 01 115 116 1. 01 
± ± 
10 8 

1. 05 II 118 1'. 03 
± 

AP-01 {msec) 
C T R 

AP-09~ {msec} 
C R 

dV/dtrvax_(_y/S) 
C R 

178 170 .96 261 201 .77 145 12 .TO 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
8 13 6 15 18 2 
174 158 .90 203 185 .91 14 13 .95 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
12 12 14 12 2 2 
158 144 .91 185 180 .97 13 15 1.14 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
12 15 12 15 2 3 

135 123 • 9 1 * · 1 57 Tlf8 -.94* 18 15 • 86 
± ± ± ± ± ± 
19 17 16 17 5 4 

II 119 .87* II 143 ~90* II 16 .93 
± ± ± 
18 17 4 

176 174 .99 202 "204 1. 01 l3 12 .99 
± ±_ ± ± ± ± 
6 6 5 7 3 1 

II 190 1. 08 II 213 1. 06 II 13 1. 03 
± ± ± 

30 min 1 n=4 5 6 11 8 1 
.. 43 . g 6 II 80 . 9 6 .. 1T9- -, ~-o~ --• .--r9-6--T--:-r2~.. 2241.-rr----..---14 1 . 21 

± ± ± ± ± ±-
60 min 3 n=4 6 6 10 14 1 

II 45 1. 01 n 87 1. 04 II 117 1. 04 II 199 1.13 II 222 1.10 II 13 - -r. 05 
± ± ± ± ± ± 

90 min 2 n=4 6 4 17 16 1 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical analysis was made using paired experiments and Student•s t-test. 

__. 
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Table 13. Slow res·ponse 
Mechanical parameters 

LP (msec) 
C T R 

TP ( msec) TR-fmsec) DJ.(mg) +aT7cft--(97SJ 
C T R C T R C T R C rmax R 

Control 15 32 .93 183 186 1.01 212 177 .84 182 279 2.01 
vs Slow ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
Response 1 2 n=7 8 15 7 11 48 67 
2-4mM -KC1 3~l6-,-~-ltr-- 187 176- :-95 175 189 1. OT- -30l 252- - . 83 
vs 26mM ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
KC1 2 2 n=7 14 10 12 18 58 49 
26mM KC1 3--o-J~--:gs---170172 -- -:-98 189 -1sz ---:97-Z52~--zra--.-9T--- J"l~-3 :ro--:--o----:-9-1 
vs 24mM ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
KC1 plus 2 3 n=4-7 10 13 18 17 49 37 8.4 8.0 
2mM RbCl 
Slow - 3T-37~r. -,-r~- rss - 150 -:-95 - 135 13 7 l. 01 - ·292 271 . 96 40. 1 38.9 1. 02 
Response ± ± ±. ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
plus 2 2 n=6 .8 6 3 8 55 48 11.6 9.0 
Ouab~in 
( 1 o- M, 30 min) 
s fOW II 35 1. 05 If 147 .94 fl 132 .98 II 273 1. 00 II 38.9 1.06 
Response ± 
plus 2 n=6 

± ± ± ± 
7 6 39 8.0 

Ouab~in 
(10- M, 60 min) 
51 ow 34 35 1. 03 197 185 • 94 159 17sr:-r2-Z36 180 • 78* 28. 2--22-:-3-. 8T* 
Response ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 
plus 1 1 n=6 5 5 11 9 38 28 4.3 3.3 
L i Cl 

1 OmM, 1 5 m i n ) 
. 9o--• .-- ----r12--a. os 2T. -8 ----:78* 

30 min 
II 

± 
2 n=6 
35 1. 03 II 

± 
11 
184 .93 II 

± 
11 
174 1.10 II 

± 
28 
163 

± ± ± ± 
• 72* II 

60 min 2 n=6 6 13 25 

90 min 

II J8 l.lQ II 181 .92 II 176 1.03 u--113 .61* II 

± 
3 n=6 

± 
9 

± ± 
16 26 

± 
3o5 
20.7 • 76* 
± 
3.2 
18.6 • 66* 
± 
3.0 

*Denotes P .05. Statistical analysis was made using paired experiments and Student's t-test. 
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